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utter darkness
The only sound, a light desert wind.   A disclaimer fades up:
Most of this is true.
The rest is even truer.
The words fade away.   And we CUT TO--
A prehistoric morning - 6 million years ago
Orange clouds adrift over an endless African plain.  
A SUBTITLE appears:  
THE DAWN OF MAN  
A group of AUSTRALOPITHECINES
hunker around a freshly killed beast.  Devouring hunks of flesh with one hand... Clutching bloodied clubs of bone in the other.  The only interruption to their greedy, grunting feast, the occasional raising of a head to scan for dangerous movement or sniff the air for the smell of predators.

MOONWATCHER, the group's alpha male, surveys his tribe from the cool shadow of THE MONOLITH.  Its twelve feet of black rectangular perfection standing sentinel over the group.
Well-fed and contented, armed with the knowledge imparted by the extra-terrestrial messenger, the tribe has nothing to fear.
Until the sound begins.  The sound of filtered, mechanical BREATHING.
The APE tribe freezes.  Dropping food.  Spinning about-- trying to place the sound.  Then Moonwatcher's eyes lock onto something approaching from the desert.  

A tall, caped, silhouette-- Its black, helmeted head a terrifying mask.  Angular features-- Vent-like mouth-- Bottomless black eyes.   

DARTH VADER, striding purposefully out of the heat.  
Heading this way.
The apes begin to SCREECH and ROAR-- Stamping their feet-- Arms flailing in furious panic.  
DARTH is unmoved, his shadow reaching forth across the earth, like the finger of death.
THE APES retreat from it... Hurling bones, rocks, and protohuman BARKS of protest at the oncoming nightmare. 
DARTH looms ever closer-- Blotting out the sun--
MOONWATCHER advances-- then scurries back yet again-- 
Not watching where he's going-- WHUMP.  He backs into THE MONOLITH.  The 12 foot slab tilts like cut timber-- Hits the ground and SHATTERS into a million shards of alien 
unobtanium. 

THE APES stare at the glittering remains in shocked silence. 

DARTH stops in his tracks.  Looking around at all the prehistoric glares now fixed on him.  He reaches up, removes his helmet with a BWATCH and a HISS-- Then rips the mask from his face with a loud SCHLORPING SMUCK.  REVEALING-- 17 year old PAT JOHNSON.  A tall, skinny kid with big 70's hair and a look of utter horror on his face.
pat  
Oh, man.  I am so sorry!
MOONWATCHER and the others blink, then stare stupidly at the bones clutched in their hands.  They drop them, and, eyeing Pat with vague suspicion, scuttle off over the rocks-- disappearing into the oblivion of evolutionary derailment.   
Someone COUGHS off-camera.  Pat turns to look--  WE PAN-- OFF THE SET-- to find--
STANLEY KUBRICK sitting in his director's chair.  Surrounded by the crew of 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY. All of them, glowering.

Pushing back his chair with a loud SCRAPE, Mr. Kubrick gets up, turns on his heel, and walks into the darkness of the soundstage... The CREWMEMBERS follow, shaking their heads.  Their departure REVEALING a bald, severe-looking, 50 year old DOCTOR, dressed in green hospital scrubs.  His glasses hiding his eyes as they reflect the scene before him--
THE DOCTOR turns away-- following the others into the gloom.
pat  (cont'd)
Wait.
THE DOCTOR just keeps on walking.
pat  (cont'd)
Please.  Don't leave.
THE DOCTOR disappears into the void.
pat  (cont'd)
DON'T LEEEEEEAVE!!!
PAT is left all alone... under the stark, fake, African sky... amidst the pieces of the shattered monolith. 

The first low organ note of Strauss' "ALSO SPRACH ZARATHUSTRA" rumbles through the air--
PAT's DREAMING EYES
dart behind their lids...And on the music's first CRESCENDO-- SNAP OPEN--  The second call of trumpets rises-- PAT SITS UP in bed-- Bathed in the orange glow of the SUN rising beyond his window--  His eyes widening in sudden realization--
He leaps from bed-- climbs out the window-- and stands on the roof of his rural Midwestern home.  SILHOUETTED against the huge fiery ball climbing above the Eastern horizon.  As the music reaches its third and most triumphant CRESCENDO-- The TITLE APPEARS-- 
5 - 25 - 77
And now-- from the DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO on Pat's night stand-- the driving beat of E.L.O.'s "MR. BLUE SKY" kicks in-- 
Jump-starting the morning as the OPENING CREDITS PLAY OVER-- 
Pat IN the shower
He leaps out, wrapping a towel around his waist-- Snatches up a can of ARRID X-TRA DRY-- Produces an enormous toxic cloud as he spray-paints his underarms.  Grabs up an amber bottle of JOVAN MUSK FOR MEN.  Applies a generous amount.  Spreads shaving cream on his upper lip and chin.  Four quick TRAC-II razor swipes and he's outta there-- 
SLIDING ON WET FEET DOWN THE TILED HALL
In his path, 5-YEAR-OLD JAY, a tiny blur in footsie pajamas erupts from one of the other bedrooms-- Pat collides with him and the both of them tumble into--
PAT'S BEDROOM
landing on a mound of old laundry, laughing.  As Jay reviles a dirty sock, Pat leaps up to get dressed.  As he hurriedly dons skin-tight Britannia Jeans, a slick, print Quiana shirt, open to the sternum, and white K-Swisse tennis shoes, we get a better look at his world--

Spacecraft models hang from his ceiling--  An Apollo Command Module, The Enterprise, The Klingon Battle Cruiser.  Movie Posters paper the walls.  2001, PLANET OF THE APES, SILENT RUNNING, THX-1138, THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN, JAWS.  And most important of all-- A MIRRORED MYLAR TEASER POSTER for: 
		
							STAR WARS 
			"Coming to your galaxy this summer!" 
Dressed now-- Pat paws through junk on HIS DESK-- Sci-fi and film-making books and magazines, plastic model parts, boxes of Super-8 movie film, and assorted junk food detritus, all piled around an old-fashioned, hand-cranked Super-8 editing machine. Pat digs on-- finally uncovering his MARRIOTT'S "GREAT AMERICA" THEME PARK EMPLOYEE I.D.  Shoving it in his pocket, he turns to leave-- stopping to admire--
THE WALL OF LINDA-- his personal photograph and memento shrine to the pale, off-beat, Eurasian girl who rules his heart.  Tearing his eyes away, Pat is about to leave again when something else catches his eye.   

ON TOP OF HIS DRESSER-- Amidst the loose change and toy robots, A USED AIRLINE TICKET.  Chicago to L.A. 
Round-trip.  Pat eyes it with mixed emotions.  
in the kitchen
Pat's husky 15-year-old brother Eric lugs groceries in from the car for Janet, their big, loud, Midwestern mom.  Each time she tries to set a donut from the bakery bag on a serving platter-- it's snatched from her hand as another of her kids race into the kitchen for a running breakfast.  Holding his donut in his mouth, Eric digs into another grocery bag-- 
Comes up with a handful of DEVELOPED PHOTO ENVELOPES.  
He grins.  Races out of the room.
IN THE BATHROOM  
Pat blow dries his hair-- making it as BIG as possible, while Eric shows him photos of a what LOOKS like a shark attack in a swimming pool.  The brothers marvel and laugh at the grisly images.  Eric, nudges Pat teasingly-- nods past him at something outside the bathroom window.  Pat looks out at--
THE SWIMMING POOL IN THE BACK YARD-- still filled with blood-red water.   
Grimacing, Pat hears something off-camera-- Sticks his head out the window to watch-- 

A U.P.S. DELIVERY TRUCK rumbling up the driveway.  
PAT LEAPS OUT OF THE BATHROOM
Runs down the hall-- Rounds the corner and comes face to face with his squinting, medusa-haired, 16 year old sister JODY.  As they do that "which of us has the right of way" dance people do, Pat laughs.  Jody fixes him with a blistering scowl and shoves him out of frame. 
OUTSIDE  
THE U.P.S. MAN hands a box to Pat, who races back--
INSIDE  
Dumping the package on the kitchen counter, Pat rips the box open-- digging out, to his utter disinterest, A HANDWRITTEN LETTER to Janet on FLOWERY STATIONERY,  A HAND-SEWN AIREDALE TERRIER DOLL, and A TIN OF COOKIES.  These he shoves down the counter to his mom-- Who tosses him the latest issue of STARLOG MAGAZINE.  Thanking her, he digs deeper into the box and comes up with A HAND-SEWN BRIGHT RED SPACESUIT.  Tailored to fit a 5-year-old.  
JAY, watching cartoons in the den, suddenly looks up to see Pat grinning at him, holding up THE SPACESUIT.  Jay's eyes light up like it's Christmas morning.
THE JOHNSON RESIDENCE
A disheveled two-story brick-and-siding affair on a large wooded lot.  Pat bursts out the side door-- carrying his Starlog Magazine--  He runs between a weathered chocolate brown 1974 Chevy Van complete with dome windows and Captain's chairs and a primer-gray 72 Jeep with a pukka shell necklace hanging from the rear-view mirror.  Cuts across the scrubby, un-mowed back lawn, past a flat-tired, sap-encrusted Winnebago motor home, toward a low, rickety outbuilding with a dozen long narrow chain-link fence enclosures behind it.  A sign near the front door reads: "stone ridge airedales"
INSIDE - Pat swings open the front door--
Flicks on the lights-- races through the trophy and ribbon filled GROOMING ROOM and into the KENNEL itself.
PRIZE-WINNING AIREDALE TERRIERS-- some with small pups, bark and leap excitedly as Pat moves down the line of pens, yanking down on overhead cables to raise guillotine-like doors at the rear of each enclosure. 
EXT. KENNEL - DOG RUNS
As the Airedales bound out to do their thing, Pat moves along the rear of the runs, dragging a hose-- Sloppily filling water buckets in each pen with one hand-- Studying the open Starlog magazine with the other.  He checks his watch.  Smacks it.  Puts it to his ear as he EXITS--
AT top of the LONG WOODED driveway
Pat arrives, breathless.  He looks both directions, searching the empty rolling two-lane road.  Then something rises from the heat waves on the crest of the farthest hill--  
BILL HOLMES' black '67 mustang-- A fast, growling testament to the power of Bondo, spray paint, and bailing wire.  
The car races up, locks up its brakes, spins around, slides BACKWARDS, and stops with its driver, Bill Holmes, right next to Pat.  The friends do a sincere but oh-so-white "brother" hand-shake.  Pat runs around to the passenger side and hops in through the open window.  The Mustang's tires squeal and smoke-- the car whipping this way and that, before finally grabbing hold of the road and flying off into the morning.

the song ends-- AND WE CUT TO:
A FADED GREEN REFLECTIVE SIGN
on the side of a two-lane blacktop road that bisects a tiny rural town.  It reads: 
WADSWORTH, ILLINOIS
      POP. 750          
From the distance-- the sound of a car radio playing BOSTON approaches.  Bill's Mustang ROARS by. 
bill's voice
Steven Spielberg?  Who the hell is Steven Spielberg?
pat's voice
The guy that made Jaws.   
INT. BILL'S MUSTANG
As BILL drives with one hand-- using the other to push fatally un-cool glasses back up his nose.
bill
He produced it?
Riding shotgun, Pat flips through his Starlog Magazine.   
pat
He directed it. 
bill
What's the difference?
K-TINK!  A tiny piece of gravel flies up from the foot-well and hits pat in the forehead.  Pat eyes the 10 inch HOLE rusted through the floor near his feet-- the road rushing by just below.
pat
The difference is... The director would have a car like you... The producer would have a driver like you...
bill
Okay.  So you met him... and what-- you made him watch your Planet of the Apes movie?  
pat
Right.  I'm gonna show him a film I made when I was 12.  I wasn't even supposed to meet him... I was supposed to meet Douglas Trumbull-- 
bill
Who's he?
pat
The guy that did the effects for 2001. 
bill
Ugh.  I hate that movie.  
pat
No, you don't really hate it.  You just don't understand it.  
bill
No, I do really hate it.  And NOBODY understands it.
pat
I do.
bill
Okay, then.  What the HELL is the ending supposed to mean?  Guy flies his space ship into a hotel room, gets old, drops his wine glass, and then turns into a giant baby?  What the hell is THAT?
pat
The hotel room was designed by the alien intelligences observing Dave Bowman to approximate his natural habitat.  The aliens want to see if Dave can figure out how to take the next step in human evolution.  But he can't.  He doesn't understand what they want from him. 
bill
Neither does the audience!
pat
Exactly-- Because Dave represents the audience-- and, like the audience, he's not ready to see beyond what he expects to see... So with each moment of missed opportunity to evolve... He gets older... His years passing in the blink of an eye... Or, in this case, the changing of a camera angle.  Till finally, maybe just as the answer to the riddle is nearly within his grasp, he's too old to reach out and touch the monolith and receive the final gift of enlightenment and the aliens send him back to the evolutionary cradle to start all over again.
bill
No they don't!  They send him back as a giant baby floating over the Earth!  
pat
It's called symbolism, Bill.
He goes back to his magazine.  Not noticing the carload of gorgeous girls stopped at the light next to them.
bill
WHAT THE HELL DOES A GIANT BABY FLOATING OVER THE EARTH MEAN??
The girls look over.  
pat
(impatiently rattling)
If you're Arthur C. Clarke, who wrote the book-- and is an eternal optimist-- then Dave Bowman was sent back as The Star Child... the first-born of a new breed of man that might one day be ready to touch the stars... If you're Kubrick, who's such a realist he won't even fly-- then Dave was simply sent back as a kind of cosmic mirror held up before the Earth to say to humanity-- "This is what you are.   And this is all you'll ever be...a race of selfish, uncomprehending children."  
The girls bust up laughing-- Pat spins in time to see them shaking their heads as they peel off-- When he turns back.  Bill is staring at him.  His mouth ajar.
bill
You are SUCH A GEEK!
pat
Anyway-- I was told we were going down to see Doug Trumbull, who's also doing the effects on this UFO movie Steven's doing.
bill
Steven?  You call him Steven already?  
pat
Yeah... Actually, I do...
He sits back, letting the wind blow his hair.  Stares off into the distance, where--
ENORMOUS STORM clouds BOIL
charging aggressively forth from the horizon.  TILT DOWN and PAN OFF the clouds to REVEAL that they're actually MINIATURE CLOUDS, billowing within a giant aquarium-like water tank which rests-- 
INSIDE AN ENORMOUS WAREHOUSE SPACE
Now retrofitted for film production with cables, lights, and amazing rigs of pipes, motors, and primitive computers.  
At the back of the room, Pat sits with magazine editor Herb Lightman, watching a small visual effects crew at work.  Someone approaches from the shadows to Pat's right.  Plops down to sit cross-legged on the stage floor just a few feet away.  Jeans, tennis shoes, a baseball cap.  Just another crewmember.  
crewmember
Hey... Want a Coke? 
Pat glances at the shadowy figure... Thrilled to even be noticed on a working movie set.
pat
Sure.  Thanks.
The crewmember nods.  Returns his gaze to the evolving cloudscape in the tank as a thin black rod is lowered into the crystal clear water.  It penetrates the top of the cloud bank... and pauses...  An energetic VISUAL EFFECTS SUPERVISOR named RICHARD YURICICH glances at the CAMERAMAN.
Richard  
Okay.  Roll camera...
A switch CLICKS.  The camera WHINES up to 200 f.p.s.--
cameraman
Speed!
A mechanical quill in the water suddenly erupts with brilliant white pigment-- which billows into the water creating a another miniature cumulus cloud that grows and grows and grows.  Pat grins unconsciously.  
richard  
Okay... bring up number one...
Suddenly, from within the clouds, a diffuse glow of reddish light... now green... now blue... now oops-- The fiber-optic light source pokes through the cloud-- blowing the illusion--
crewmember
Cut.
The camera stops.  The lights come on.  And every single person in the room turns to look at Pat.  Or rather the crewmember sitting right next to him. 
crewmember 
How soon till we can go again?
Richard  
'bout 40 minutes. 
The CREWMEMBER nods.  Turns to look at Pat.  Revealing two things:  The front of his baseball cap.  Which reads: JAWS.   And his face.  Which reads: Steven Spielberg.  
steven spielberg
You're Patrick, right?
pat
uh-- I'm... yeah!  Hi!
steven spielberg
I'm Steven.
Pat actually laughs.
pat
I know.
Steven grins, getting to his feet.  Shaking hands with Herb.
steven spielberg
Hey, Herb.  Good to see you.  C'mon.  I'll show you guys around.
As Steven leads the way-- Pat spins to show Herb his wide-eyed, drop-jawed amazement.  Herb smiles paternally.
herb
I told him I was bringing you by.
int. bill's mustang 
bill
Wait-- who's Herb?
pat
The editor of American Cinematographer Magazine.  
bill
American WHAT?
pat
Cinematographer-- It's like the professional word for cameraman.  He took me around for a whole week-- showed me all the studios-- Introduced me to Linwood Dunn and Bill Abbott and the Close Encounters guys-- Then, on the last day I'm there, he calls up and says--
EXT. SHERMAN WAY BLVD. - VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA 
WE HEAR Herb Lightman's PHONE VOICE as his Honda Civic sputters westbound, turning north on VALJEAN STREET--
herb's PHONE VOICE
--Now, I can't vouch for the stuff we're gonna see today.  All I've heard is that a bunch of college kids have been doing some interesting stuff with computer-controlled cameras and blue-screens and everyone who's been out to this place says it's like nothing they've ever seen before.
The Honda scoots round the corner of a driveway entrance gate and slows to a stop with Pat and Herb staring in shock at--
an ENORMOUS elevated Jerry-rigged JACUZZI.  Standing just outside the roll-up doors of a 60's era INDUSTRIAL WAREHOUSE.    In the bubbling water-- 3 long-haired, bearded FX GEEKS stare back at Pat and Herb.  
INSIDE THE RECEPTION ROOM
A tall, amped-up man with long hair and a beard shakes hands with Herb and Pat.
john dykstra
Hi.  John Dykstra.  Come on in.   
He moves-- REVEALING-- ON THE WALL BEHIND HIM-- 
A MIRRORED MYLAR STAR WARS TEASER POSTER.  "STAR WARS" "Coming to your galaxy this summer!"  On strips of tape below this, others have added-- "Or maybe next summer..."  "Or maybe the summer after that..."  "Or maybe to the next galaxy first..."  Pat smiles at the jokes.  
john dykstra 
As you can see... we're a touch behind schedule. 
inside the converted industrial warehouse stage
John leads Pat and Herb on a whirlwind tour of the facility.  
John dykstra
--We're done shooting the models.  Just packing them up for storage.  That's the Millennium Falcon there. 
Herb raises a dubious eyebrow.
herb
The Millennium Falcon?
As he jots it down-- Pat stares at the beauty of her handcrafted hull.  Half-buried in packing peanuts.
john dykstra
Look inside the cockpit.  
Pat looks into the beautifully detailed cockpit.  Spots the miniature PLAYBOY CENTERFOLD hanging from one of the tiny instrument panels.
pat
(laughs)
Wow.
THE MODEL SHOP 
is a sci-fi geek's wet dream.  Every tool known to man.  Stacks and stacks of model kits to cannibalize for parts.  
john dykstra
Here's the Landspeeder... 
He holds up the model-- Points out the characters seated within.
john dykstra 
That's Luke Skywalker-- C-3PO and R2-D2-- Obi-Wan-Kenobi-- 
herb
(scribbling madly)
Uh.  Can you spell those, please?
Pat looks closely.  Beneath his hood, Obi-Wan sports a familiar crew-cut and a scar on one cheek.
pat
Hey!  He's a G.I. Joe!  
john dykstra
Shhh.  Don't tell anyone.  And over here we have our breakaway models.
He flings open a set of cabinet doors-- REVEALING shelves FILLED with miniature X-WINGS and T.I.E. FIGHTERS.
john dykstra 
They're rough stand-ins for the hero models.  Here's an X-Wing-- 
He hands one to Pat, who holds it like a baby he's afraid he'll drop.
john dykstra 
It's made from a brittle resin that explodes really nicely.  Go ahead-- Break it!
pat
I don't think I can do th--
john dykstra
--Here-- 
(snatching the model back)
Check it out! 
He smashes it against a workbench, shattering it into a million pieces.  Pat looks ill.
john dykstra 
Cool, huh? 
Pat smiles weakly.
Dykstra ushers Herb and Pat 
into a large space surrounded by black velvet curtains.  There's a hand-strung movie screen at the front.  An old projector at the back.  And half-a-dozen beat up old sofas in between.  Pat and Herb exchange dubious glances.
john dykstra 
(moving to the projector)
I'm just gonna show you a little of the rough cut.  It's still got World War 2 footage and stuff from "Dam Busters" and "633 Squadron" cut into the dogfight scenes, so just know we'll be replacing all that with our stuff... 
herb
So what's this movie about, John?
john dykstra
(threading projector)
Well... It's about this farm kid from the edge of the edge of the galaxy... 
That gets Pat's attention...
john dykstra 
Who dreams of leaving his little backwater world and joining this rebellion against an evil empire... And to do it he has to fight a real bad-ass dude named Darth Vader.
Pat
(unconsciously blurts it out)
Dark Father... 
john dykstra
Exactly.  It's real mythic stuff.  Though God only knows if anyone will get it.   Okay, here goes.
The projector flickers to life... We watch the UNIVERSAL COUNTING LEADER count down-- 5...4...3...2...1...
PAT stares at the flickering image before him.  Suddenly his eyes widen-- 
john dykstra's voice
There's the Blockade Runner you saw downstairs... And... here... comes... the Star Destroyer...
And now Pat's expression transforms before our eyes... into a look of pure rapture.
pat
Oh my god...

back in tHE MUSTANG
Pat stares off into the distance of memory... 
bill
Okay... let's pretend I believe you... 
What I want to know is-- A) Why you never told me any of this before--
pat
I didn't think you'd believe me.
bill
Okay and B) Even if I did-- How the hell did goofy little Pat Johnson from Wadsworth, Illinois meet the editor of American Cinema-whatever-it-is?
Pat averts his eyes, embarrassed.  Bill laughs--
bill 
--Oh, man!  No way! 
pat
Way.
FLASHBACK - int. pat's house - late afternoon
As Pat bangs through the screen door, going through mail, dropping his book bag on a chair.  Passes by--
THE KITCHEN
Where his mother sits on a stool at the kitchen counter, surrounded by bills, cradling the phone between cheek and shoulder, talking a mile-a-minute.  All the while doodling on a yellow pad full of notes, and pushing in the bottoms of various cream-center chocolates from a box of Fanny May Candies.  Searching out her favorites.  Pat drops the mail by her and heads down the hall--
janet 
He's been making films since he was 9...
Pat stops.  Steals back to the kitchen door-- Listening.
janet 
You know, with a little home movie camera his dad left behind.  
Bitter memories there... As she rambles on-- Pat enters his room.  Spots something on his desk... Three bulging FILM PROCESSING ENVELOPES.  Delighted, he snatches the first up-- ripping it open.
janet's voice
But they're really something... He did this one that was like the Planet of the Apes movies... and he and his friends stuck straws up their noses and put plaster all over their faces and made molds and then sculpted ape faces and made masks out of latex... and they went out and put together sets and models and shot the whole thing themselves... and it's really good!  They showed it at all the grade-schools around the area.  He was even in the local paper.  
The yellowed article is tacked up on the corkboard over Pat's desk.  Big deal.  Pat places the tiny reel of Super-8 film on his projector--  Starts it up--
janet's voice 
The problem is...he's driving me nuts.  
All he talks about day and night is getting out to California to try and meet all these heroes of his-- Like Douglas Trumbull... and the director of Jaws-- what's his name-- Right-- Steven Spielberg.  And I mean, here we are, in Wadsworth, Illinois... And I just don't know how to help him.  
From the look on Pat's face, it's clear he'd rather she didn't even try.   ON THE WALL-- A miniature SPACE FIGHTER, complete with red-space-suited G.I. JOE PILOT in the cockpit, suddenly EXPLODES-- Sending the helmet-less JOE flying out into the cold vacuum of space.
janet's voice 
I mean, I certainly don't know anyone in Hollywood and-- What?  Well, yes, that's true, I guess now I do know you...
Pat freezes.  Shuts off the projector.
JANET'S VOICE 
I also know you must be really busy... But... here's what I was wondering... I was hoping that if I could save up enough to get him out there...
Pat turns slowly...
janet's voice 
...that maybe you could just talk to him... give him some pointers...
...maybe introduce him to this Douglas Trumbull person-- 
Pat rockets down the hall and into--
THE KITCHEN
As Pat tries to get Janet's attention, she looks over and holds up a "just-a-second" finger--  Her eyes suddenly widen.
janet 
Really?  You're kidding!  Oh, could you really?!  
pat
(silently mouthing)
Who-- are-- you-- talking-- to?
His mother tosses over a copy of AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MAGAZINE.  Open to the first page.  On the editorial masthead, something is circled in red--
						Herb Lightman
							Editor 
Patrick's eyes bulge.  His jaw drops.  He looks to his mom.  She winks at him.  
janet 
No, I understand there are no guarantees... There never are, right?...  Okay... Wonderful... He'll be on a plane this weekend!  Thank you so much!  Bye!
She hangs up and turns with a huge grin-- Pat's still standing there in shock.
bACK IN THE MUSTANG
bill
Man, your mom has BALLS!
Pat nods miserably.
bill 
Huge CLANGING STEEL BALLS!
pat
Yeah...well, my mom's huge clanging steel balls are not exactly the first thing I want people to notice about me, you know?
BIll
So, your mom's bashing down doors in Hollywood.  What's wrong with that? 
pat
I just think maybe I should knock first.
Bill stares at him a moment... Then gazes out at the passing corn fields, shaking his head.
bill
Not if you wanna get there from here. 
HERE 
is a place called Lake County, Illinois.  Where civil-war era farms and 70's tract housing face off across an economically arrested railroad town called Gurnee.  A town who's entire future rests on the shoulders of a 3 roller-coaster salute to America's Bicentennial-- A newly constructed amusement park known as MARRIOTT'S "GREAT AMERICA".  Bill's Mustang drives past it all, finally pulling into the parking lot of-- WARREN TOWNSHIP HIGH SCHOOL-- "Home of the Blue Devils"

THE HALLS OF THE SCHOOL
are flooded with kids sporting big hair, tight pants, and platform shoes.  Bill and Pat wend their way through the crush-- greeting friends.
Bill
Hey Kevin!  Hey Al!  
pat
Star Wars-- One O'clock-- Genesee Theater.
Star Wars-- One O'clock-- Genesee Theater.
bill
Hey Jen!  Hey Steve!
pat
Star Wars-- One O'clock-- Genesee Theater.
Star Wars-- One O'clock-- Genesee Theater.
A passing kid, carrying a TUBA, looks back--
KID WITH TUBA
I thought you were banned from the Genesee Theater!
Pat freezes in his tracks.  Eyes wide.
FLASHBACK - int. Genesee Theater
Pat sits in the exact acoustical center of the old time movie house, YELLING AT THE TOP OF HIS LUNGS--
pat
FOCUUUUUUUUUUS!!!
WHAM-- the door to the auditorium is thrown open by TODD.  An enormous Assistant Manager with stains on his UNIFORM and MURDER IN HIS EYES.
back to the present--
Pat snaps out of it.  
pat
It's okay.  For some mysterious reason... fate perhaps... George Lucas decided to open Star Wars on a Wednesday... And Wednesday... is Todd's day off. 
PAT ARRIVES AT A PAY-PHONE NEAR THE SCHOOL'S MAIN OFFICE
He starts dialing--
ext. LakeHURST SHOPPING MALL - Wieboldt's department store
operator's voice
Wieboldt's Department Store.  
pat's voice
Yes, could you connect me with the most beautiful girl on Earth, please?
operator's voice
(chortling with recognition)
Would that be Linda Augustyniak?
Linda augustyniak
is not, in truth, the most beautiful girl on Earth, but her Japanese/Polish mix is as exotic as one gets in this part of the world in 1977.  Wieboldt's Department Store Candy Counter is her spotless domain.  Armed with a bottle of Windex, she wages a personal war against the greasy trespasses of adult hands and tiny noses.  The phone behind her RINGS.  She turns and snatches it up.  WE INTERCUT their conversation--
linda  
Candy Counter!
pat  
Hey!  We'll be there to pick you up at quarter to twelve-- Okay?
linda  
Actually... 
pat
What.
linda  
Well, I've sorta got good news and bad news.
Linda throws a nervous glance at-- TONY VESUVIO, a short, muscular, bad-ass assistant manager in the world's ugliest suit, who's busy straightening displays over in the Ladies' Department.
linda  
The good news is... I love you.   The bad news is... Jenny Bodziak called in sick... and I have to work her shift. 
Pat
What??
linda  
Tony's calling around, seeing if he can find someone else to cover, but--
pat
--Oh yeah.  I'm sure he's glued to the phone. 
Actually, he's glued the situation at hand.  Staring enigmatically at Linda as she whispers into the phone.
linda
Well, don't get mad at me.   
pat
I'm not mad at you.  I'm just... 
linda
What...
pat  
Have you told him yet?  
Linda hesitates, chiseling away with her thumbnail at a stubborn soda cup ring on the counter-top. 
linda
Not exactly.  No.
pat
Why not?
linda
Because-- Why does he need to know?  
I mean... I don't even know... 
pat
What's that supposed to mean?
linda
I mean... How can I know what my plans are if you don't know what yours are?   You keep talking about going out to set things up.  But I haven't seen you make any arrangements... Or save any money... 
I mean, it's like this great fantasy... but I still have the real world to deal with, you know?
pat
Like the real world of Tony the Wieboldt's Ladies' Department manager?
linda
Like the real world of my dad the diabetic, who may or may not have to have his foot amputated-- Like the real world of my mom who's working double shifts to make our house payments.  And yeah... the real world of Tony, too.  He's a friend.  Okay?  
pat
I'm sorry... It's just... You know-- after what he tried while I was gone-- 
Linda casts another glance at Tony.  He smirks.  Shaking his head.
PAT 
I wanna spend the rest of my life with you.  I wanna get married and build a house and have 2.3 kids...
linda
So do I... 
pat
Well...so... That brings me to my next question.  If we both know we want all that... and you're really planning on following me to California... Why can't we finally... you know... 
linda
We can. 
pat
When?
linda
Soon?
pat
You always say that.
linda
I always mean it.  Does that count?
Back in the high school
Pat glances down the hall.  In the door to the MAIN OFFICE-- Bill is pointing to his watch, motioning for Pat to hurry up.
pat
There may not be a whole lot of soon left.
ON HER side of the conversation--
Linda pauses at this.  Looks again at Tony.  Who now holds up his watch to show her the time. 
linda
Soon.  I promise.   
BACK IN THE SCHOOL HALL

Pat sighs.  Checks his watch.  Smacks it.  Puts it to his ear.  THE BELL RINGS.  
PAT
Okay.  I gotta go-- Do whatever you have to-- Tell him you have to go look at wedding dresses-- Tell him you have to go look at rings-- tell him there are worms in the cashews again and you're gonna call the Health department if he doesn't let you off-- just be outside Wieboldt's at quarter to twelve-- Okay?  I love you!  Bye!
He hangs up-- And dashes off toward the front office. 

KA-THUNK-- A CLOCK ON A CLASSROOM WALL
strikes NINE.  From the adjacent SPEAKER GRILL we hear A MUFFLED ELECTRONIC CLICK, some FEEDBACK and--
BILL's voice
Good Morning Mr. and Ms. Warren High School--
pat's voice
--and all Freaks hiding behind the R.O.T.C. jet, smoking pot--
THE "FREAKS"
huddled behind an old Air National Guard trainer jet rusting out back, break like billiard balls-- 
in the announcement booth - JUST OFF THE PRINCIPAL'S OFFICE
Bill and Pat sit huddled over a speakerbox, reading from mimeographed scripts.  Through a window in the door behind them, the principal, Dr. Callan, and his bee-hived secretary, Mrs. Vanderspool can be seen working at their desks.
bill
This is your Student Body President, Bill Holmes-- With my spunky little side-kick Pat--
pat
Arf!
bill
--And these are the morning announcements for May 25th, 1977--
pat
--A day that will live in infamy.
Bill shoots Pat an uncertain look-- Pat just smiles.
bill
(sticking to the script)
--Uh... If for no other reason than the fact that today's lunchroom entree is MmmmMmmmMeatloaf!  Served with green beans and your choice of mashed potatoes or tater tits-- I mean TOTS!  
The intercom on the wall behind them erupts with--
dr. callan's iNTERCOM voice
HEY!
In gym class
DR. Callan's LOUDSPEAKER voice
You can't say tits on the morning announcements!
Kids start to laugh--
BACK in the announcement ROOM
bill
Well, you just did.
Kids all over the school-- crack up. 
bill's voice 
Besides, my "tits" was a typo "tits"... It should have read "tots" not "tits"... 
back in the announcement booth
Pat
In other news, the Varsity Baseball Team-- led by star hitters Doug Osterland and Mike Lorber trounced Stevenson yesterday by scoring back to back homers--
IN A CLASSROOM FULL OF CHEERING KIDS
DOUG OSTERLAND, the hottest guy in school-- Basks in the attention.   
pat's voice
--moving Warren up to 1st place in the current conference standings.  At the victory party last night, Doug had this to say: 
bill's voice
"Oh man, I think I'm gonna hurl!"
The class busts up laughing.  Doug too.
pat's voice
Mike had no comment as he was unconscious.
More laughter.
in the announcement booth
Pat yanks a small cassette tape recorder out of his backpack.  Bill's eyes widen..."What are you doing?"
pat
Okay... And now, I'd like to send a special message to all my fellow inmates--er-- classmates. 
We SEE THEM as he calls them out--
pat  
Jocks, Brains, Nerds, Freaks, Cheerleaders, Devilettes, Chess Club members, Valedictorians, Thespians, Lesbians--
IN THE OUTer office
mrs. vanderspool 
Did he say what I think he said? 
That does it... Dr. Callan is up and headed for the booth.  THROUGH THE WINDOW-- Bill pretends not to notice his approach.
pat
Today is the last day of life as we know it on this planet.  
Dr. Callan tries the door knob-- It jiggles uselessly.
pat 
Today, a new and golden age is upon us.  
Dr. Callan raps on the window in the door.  Bill looks over his shoulder in "surprise".  
dr. callan
(muffled)
Open the door.
pat
Today is the day that every last incomprehensible character name, scene description, and vocal sound effect you've heard from me these past few months will finally make sense.
He hits PLAY-- A series of NOW FAMILIAR sound effects erupts from the tape recorder-- STRANGE ANIMAL GROANS AND GRUNTS, reminiscent of a Gorilla and a Donkey trying to mate--  
radio aNNOUNCER'S VOICE
Don't be startled...  It's only the Sand People.
REACTIONS ALL OVER THE SCHOOL-- from the amused to the confused.
IN THE ANNOUNCEMENT ROOM
Bill can't seem to get the lock to work.  He gestures helplessly as Dr. Callan's face reddens.  From the TAPE RECORDER-- The SCREECHING HOWL of a passing spacecraft-- BLASTS of LASER FIRE-- 
radio ANNOUNCER'S voice
Don't be frightened...  It's only a starship dogfight to save the Universe... 
IN THE SCIENCE LAB
As the STAR WARS THEME kicks in-- Goggled kids tending Bunsen burners listen, wide-eyed...
radio ANNOUNCER'S voice 
Never before, in the history of movies... has so much time and technology been spent... just for fun.
outside the announcement booth
Dr. Callan turns abruptly and marches over to Mrs. Vanderspool.  She answers her phone with one hand, handing Dr. Callan the office keys with the other.  
mrs. vanderspool's voice
Oh my god!
Bill turns-- Notices Mrs. Vanderspool, visibly distraught, clutching her phone as she blurts out something we can't make out through the noise of the commercial.  
radio aNNOUNCER'S voice
STAR WARS!  Rated... P... G... Parental... Guidance... suggested. 
Dr. Callan stares at her, ashen-faced, then turns with grim determination toward Bill.  
pat
Starts TODAY at Northbrook Court-- Edens 1&2-- and the Genesee Theatre in Waukegan!
Dr. Callan yanks him out of his seat-- 
dr. callan
Out! 
pat
What?
dr. callan
(tossing him out)
OUT!  RIGHT NOW!  
ALL OVER THE SCHOOL--

STUDENTS AND TEACHERS freeze.  Something's up.  Something bad.
in the outer office
Pat and Bill stand in confusion with the rest of the staff.  Mrs. Vanderspool as she SNIFFS back tears.
mrs. vanderspool 
...oh, god... oh, god...
Pat unconsciously presses his thumb down on the point of the Bic pen clutched in his hand.
DR. CALLAN HOLDS THE ANNOUNCEMENT MACHINE IN HIS LAP
dr. callan
This is Dr. Callan.  May I have your attention please?  I have just been informed that two of our students were involved in a traffic accident late last night and were taken to St. Therese Hospital... where they were pronounced dead.
FLASH CUTS-- ALL THROUGH THE SCHOOL-- GASPS-- HANDS FLYING TO MOUTHS-- STACCATO EYE CONTACT-- UNIVERSAL REACTIONS OF HORROR AND EMPATHY.
PAT and BILL
glance at each other.  Child-like.  Brothers in fear.  
PAT'S THUMB, now punctured by the pen, begins to bleed.
dr. callan
Memorial services will be held at 11:00 this morning at the Gurnee Cemetery on Grand Avenue.  
int. various classrooms
Students start looking around in confusion.
dr. callan's
In honor of these two young people, whom we will all surely miss...
students
Who was it??  WHO WAS IT???
dr. callan
...we will be letting the student body and staff out for the rest of the day.  
Thank you.
IN CLASSROOMS all over the school
a primal DEMAND ERUPTS--
THE SCHOOL
WHO WAS IT???  WHO DIED???
In the outer office
Dr. Callan and the staff are perplexed by the MUFFLED but DEEPENING ROAR vibrating the walls--  Pat looks Dr. Callan in the eye.
pat
Who died?
dr. callan
Oh, Jesus.  Uh... the names of the... uh... deceased... are... Mike Lorber...
ALL OVER THE SCHOOL -- Teammates freak-- Cheerleaders SCREAM-- 
dr. callan 
And, uh... 
(consults a scrap of paper)
Julie... Dizikowski...
ALL OVER THE SCHOOL-- 
Those not screaming and crying over Mike Lorber's loss, glance at each other in bewilderment.  
STUdents
Who?  
In the outer office
Bill looks to Pat.  Pat looks to Mrs. Vanderspool.  Mrs. Vanderspool shrugs helplessly.

the crush of students LEAVING THE SCHOOL
is decidedly exuberant.  Pat and Bill stand near Pat's locker, watching the exodus.  
BIll
Look at them.  You'd think the Ayatollah was dead. 
Donny Allen, quiet observer, studies the crowd.
donny
It's the five stages of grief.  Stage 1--  Denial.
A grumpy pixie-ish tomboy named ROBIN BRADEN appears--  
robin
Well, whaddya expect?  I mean--  Who'da thunk it?
Jeff Greene, theater geek, closes his locker--  
jeff
Really.  A Jock.  A freak.  And a chance meeting with a Milwaukee Road freight train.  It's like some Shakespearean tragedy.
PASSING IDIOT girl
No!  It's like that movie, "Romeo and Juliet"!  It's so saaaad!
Anne Armstrong, the richest girl in school, (who'd probably be a total bitch if she didn't look like a blonde Shelley Duvall) holds out her arms to the IDIOT GIRL for a big hug.
anne armstrong
It's okay to cry... 
(over the girl's shoulder)
Guys?  Everyone's coming over to my house for a little post-memorial gathering, okay?  Give us a chance to celebrate the lives of Mike and what's-her-name the way Mike would've wanted us to. 
She moves on down the hall to spread the invite.
donny
So.  Party at Anne's house.
2 DISTRAUGHT CHEERLEADERS arrive at their lockers, nearby.
jennifer
Gaawd.  It makes me wanna puke!  How could Mike even touch some reeking freak?
dierdre
Everyone knows freaks get around.
Another locker slams shut-- REVEALING--  A FREAK girl.  
freak girl
Shut up, bitch!
dierdre
What did you say?
freak girl
I said SHUT UP, BITCH!
Dierdre hauls off and smacks the Freak Girl.  Who then throws her books at Dierdre-- CATFIGHT.  Robin looks to Donny--
robin
Which of the five stages of grief would you say that is? 
JEFF 
The boner stage.  I dig chick fights. 
Robin rolls her eyes.  Pat stares at the fight, looking ill.  Then something makes him grimace.  He brings his thumb up.  
Is surprised to see it's bleeding.
THE BOY'S BATHROOM
Pat stands at the sink, washing his thumb, while two BAND GEEKS at the urinals gossip--
band geek 1
Not that I don't appreciate the day off, but why are they burying them so soon?  
band geek 2
You ever see a car get hit by a train?  
No sense having a viewing if there's nothing left to view.
As the Band Geeks SPUTTER-- Suddenly Doug Osterland careens in from the hall, chased by his freaked-out gridiron apostles.  He bashes his way into a stall and we hear him throw up-- Gagging out a painful cry in the process.  As the Band Geeks beat it, Pat stands frozen at the sink.  Afraid to move as Doug yanks himself out of the stall.
doug
Why the hell didn't anyone TELL ME he was hanging out with a FREAK??  HUH??? 
I coulda DONE something about it!  WHY THE HELL DIDN'T ANYONE TELL ME?? 
KEN NYSTROM
We didn't know, man!
Doug starts bashing the metal towel dispenser with his fist-- 
doug
FUCK! FUCK FUCK FUCK FUCK!!
Pat's eyes flick up to watch-- As the box is pounded in.  And suddenly-- 
IN FLASHBACK - He's SIX YEARS OLD-- standing in the family kitchen, watching in awestruck terror as a drunken DR. JOHNSON smashes a telephone to pieces with its receiver in the family kitchen.  A younger, wide-eyed Janet flinching nearby.
DR. JOHNSON 
Goddamn incompetent sonofabitch!!  
janet 
What happened??
dr. 
A patient I worked 5 hours to save developed mild tachycardia and a goddamn resident gave her 50 MILLIGRAMS OF POTASSIUM!!  
janet 
Wait-- I don't understand-- what's wrong??
dr. johnson
She's DEAD!  What the hell do you think is wrong??  Oh that's right-- You don't think-- You just eat candy and talk on the phone all day-- Am I tying up the line??  SORRY!
He throws the remains of the phone against the kitchen wall-- CRASH!!  Pat cries out in fright.  His father spins-- leveling a dangerous look at him.
dr. JOHNSON 
You wanna say something?
BACK IN REALITY - in the boy's bathroom
18-year-old Pat stares vacantly at Doug's hammering--
pat
...no...
Doug spins around, his fist bloodied and torn.  Sees Pat staring at him.  
doug  
What?
Pat's eyes go down fast.  
pat  
...I didn't say anything...
Doug stares at him a moment.  Then exits. 

THE GURNEE CEMETERY
sits on a peaceful wooded spot overlooking the beautiful I-94 Tollway.  From our heavenly vantage point, two grave-sites can be discerned.  On opposite sides of the cemetery.  Hundreds of students and faculty, many dressed in gold and blue are migrating toward one.  A small knot of darkly-dressed mourners has collected around the other. 
in the middle of the cemetery - 
Pat and friends make their way up the path from the parking lot, alternating glances between the two potential destinations.
robin
Why are they burying them so far apart?
bill
Keep their families from killing each other.
Sure enough, murderous looks are leveled across the field of headstones by various members of both parties.
donny
So... which one do we go to?
jeff
Duh.
He starts off toward the enormous group surrounding Mike's gravesite.  Robin and Donny follow.  Leaving Bill staring at Pat as he looks off at Julie Dizikowski's mourners.
bill
You coming?
pat
We didn't even like him.
bill
Yeah, well... we didn't even know her.  
If you're gonna be a hypocrite, might as well be a socially acceptable one...
He heads off to join the others.  Leaving Pat to stare at Julie's parents.  Staring at the coffin like lost children.  As Pat is about to turn away.  Julie's mom looks up and makes unintentional eye contact with him.  He holds her gaze a moment, evolving a faintly guilty half-smile of support, before finally breaking the eye contact... and sadly heading up the slope toward Mike's funeral.  

Ext. Golden bear PANCAKE HOUSE
Open 24 hours.  Constantly packed.  
Jeff's voice
Come on... Do it.
robin's voice
I'm eating! 
inside the restaurant - in "THE USUAL BOOTH"
Pat stares at nothing.  His usual frenetic energy gone.  Bill pretends not to notice as he polishes off a plate of pancakes and listens to Jeff hassling Robin.
jeff
Just do it!  
bill
Do what?
jeff
Robin's got this great trick she does with her mouth.
bill
Hell, Jeff-- We've ALL seen that trick.
Robin, her mouth full of pancakes, flips him off.
bill 
They don't call her old Bobbin' Robin for nothin'.
robin
OH SHUT UP!  GOD!  
donny
Okay-- Okay-- What trick?
jeff
Robin can put her entire fist inside her mouth.
Momentary silence.  Then everyone but Pat busts up laughing.
robin
I've got small hands, okay??
donny
Of course you do.
pat
Okay... are we done here? 
It came out harsh.  Everyone looks at Pat.
bill
What's the rush?
pat
I wanna get to the theater in time to get the first ticket.
jeff
First ticket for what?
They all pretend not to know.
pat
Come on, you guys-- I've been telling you about this movie for months!  
jeff
Funny.  It seems like longer than that.
donny
A lot longer.  Besides... we're supposed to be in mourning.
Robin nods in agreement as her straw makes that "bottom of the cup" slurping sound...
pat  
Give me a break. 
bill
Pat.  It's a beautiful day out.  We can do anything!  Go to the lake-- 
robin
The water's freezing!
jeff
Nipple alert!  
donny
The lake sounds good.
pat
I'm paying.
That shuts everyone up.
bill
Wait.  You're paying for everyone?   
With what? 
donny
Don't look a gift geek in the mouth, Bill. 
bill
Donny-- This is Pat!  Every dime he makes goes into building spaceships for his latest epic! 
Pat glares at Bill.  "What are you doing?"  The others wait for Pat's answer.
pat
I've got a check waiting for me over at Great America.
bill
On a Wednesday?  Since when does payday come on a Wednesday?
pat
Since I didn't pick up my check last week, okay?  Can we go now?
jeff
I thought you were banned from the Genesee Theater.
pat
It's okay.  Wednesday is Todd's day off.
bill
Why would Todd take off on the opening day of this movie, if it's so great?
pat
Because it was directed by the guy that did American Graffiti.
Jeff
I thought American Graffiti made, like, a b'zillion dollars!  
pat
It did-- So, Todd thinks that since that movie was a slice-of-life thing then that's what George Lucas is good at and therefore there's no way he can do a good science fiction movie.  Which is crazy because a good science fiction movie would only be a good science fiction movie if it was a good movie first, right?  
robin
I hate to break it to you, Patty J.  But there's no such thing as a good science fiction film.  They're all stupid.
pat
Excuse me... but how can something based on SCIENCE be STUPID?
Robin
Like any of the stuff they show in sci-fi movies is ever gonna happen?  
pat
What are you talking about?  They had the lunar landing in "Destination Moon"!   They had a space station like Skylab in "Marooned"!  
bill
They had food like this in "Soylent Green"!  
(doing a damn good Charlton Heston)
WE HAVE TO TELL THEM!  WE HAVE TO TELL THE WORLD!!  GOLDEN BEAR FRENCH TOAST-- IS PEOPLE!!!
The other patrons are laughing now-- Everyone's laughing.
Pat leaps up.  Heading for the door.  Bill trades looks with the others.  
IN THE PARKING LOT OUTSIDE THE RESTAURANT
Bill runs to catch up with Pat. 
bill
Hey!  Come on!  Don't be mad! 
pat
You said we'd go opening day!  You said we'd go to the first show!  
bill
I said that to get you to shut up!  
pat
Well, that's great!  Thanks a lot!  
Linda's getting off early from work for this-- 
bill
--She can go to the lake with us!  
If the movie's any good it'll still be playing this weekend!  You guys can go then!
pat
No!  I have to go today! 
bill
So go!  I'm not stopping you! 
pat
My car's in the shop, remember?
bill
Well, maybe next time you'll think twice before you try to remake The French Connection on wet pavement.  
pat
It looks better when it's wet!
Bill studies Pat.  He looks pretty damn depressed.
bill
All right... Come on, let's get your check- Go see this stupid thing, if it means so damn much to you.  
pat
Yeah?
bill
Yeah.
As they get in the car--
bill 
What the hell kind of chase scene has a Pinto in it anyway?

EXT. MARRIOTT'S GREAT AMERICA AMUSEMENT PARK 
Pat and Bill walk past various county fair midway style games.  Pass an elevated stage featuring an enormous scale and a tall, PIMPLY-FACED kid stuffed into a ridiculous carnival barker's costume.
PIMPLY-FACED KID
Step right up, Ladies and Gentleman, I am the AMAZING ALFREDO!  I'll guess your age, your weight, your month of birth-- all for the low, low price of fifty cents-- that's four bits-- half-a-buck--
pat
(Alfredo voice)
--five times what the prizes cost!
The crowd around Alfredo spins to see who said that.  Pat, still walking, grins at the kid.  Gets the finger in return.  
bill
Jeez, Pat!  What are you doing?  If Rick saw that, he'd fire you on the spot!
pAT
Ha.  I'm the best Alfredo these guys ever had.  Remember that time I did that "Mr. Alfredo goes to Washington" marathon?  I worked 3 shifts in a row-- nonstop-- didn't even take lunch.  By the time it was over, I'd broken the games area record for dollars earned in a single day.  Brought in more money than Frog Pond and Cookie Toss combined!  And you know what they gave me for it?  At the end of the day... when I could hardly talk... and I was just about to pass out.  You know what Rick gave me?
bill
Free passes to the park.  A 20 dollar bill.
pat
A Polaroid photo of himself.  Smiling that big, fake, chiclet-toothed smile of his.  With the words:  "Way to go!" scribbled below in magic marker.
bill
Chiclet-toothed?

RICK LOVEHAVEN'S SMILE
does indeed resemble an array of Chiclet gum pieces.  Bill and Pat try not to look at it as they sit in chairs before Rick's trailer-bound employment office desk.  A Farrah Fawcett clone assistanT, at another desk nearby, types with two fingers.  
rick
So you wanna move up.  Good.  I like employees with ambition.
(peruses Pat's employee folder)
You have an excellent record with us.  Waddya say we make you a Games Area Lead this year?  That's a two-dollar an hour raise... Plus all the benefits that accompany a title... 
(indicates Farrah, winking)
If you get my meaning.
Pat stares at Rick.  Rick stares back.  
bill
That's a pretty good deal, there, Pat.
Pat's eyes move to the floor.  Then rise to look at Rick again.
pat
You guys just built a new IMAX theater over in Hometown Square, right?  
rick
Yeah...
pat
So, now you're gonna need movies to show in that theater, right?  
rick
Yeah...
pat
Okay... So... Why not let me direct them?
Bill turns to stare at Pat.  Rick's smile grows strained.
rick
First of all... We don't make the movies here.  They make them out in California. 
pat
I know-- but you could make them here--
rick
--And even if we did make them, you're what... seventeen?  Seventeen-year-olds don't make movies.
Wrong thing to say.  Pat's eyes darken.
pat
I've been making movies since I was 9.
rick
I'm talking about real movies.
pat
Steven Spielberg's been making them since he was a kid, too. 
rick
Who?
pat
The guy that did Jaws!  Is that real enough for you?
rick
What-- he produced it?
bill
Directed it.
rick
What's the difference--
pat     
--And he directed his first REAL movie when he was 21!  And I'll bet the only reason he didn't do one sooner was because some sanctimonious ASSHOLE like YOU said things like-- "Seventeen-year-olds don't make movies."!! 
Bill and Rick gape at Pat.

A dot matrix printer BUZZES ANGRILY
As it prints out a CHECK-- Labeled:  Patrick R. Johnson  Severance Pay.  A secretary's hand tears it off the roller and turns to deliver it to Pat, waiting in the pay window.
secretary
I'll need your park I.D.
Pat smiles thinly, handing it over.  Takes his check.  And walks.  REVEALING BILL-- who's just staring at him in shock.
Int./ext. bill's mustang - driving
As Bill lays into Pat--
bill
What the hell is going on with you today?? 
pat   
I don't know--
bill  
What are you gonna do for work now?  Abbott Labs is letting people go!  And  the Solo cup factory is pretty much off limits as long as Linda's mother works there, right?  So, how the hell are you gonna live in Gurnee, Illinois if you don't work at Great America, Abbot Labs, or the Solo Plastic Cup factory?
It takes Pat a long time to answer.  Finally.
pat
I'm not gonna live in Gurnee at all.  
He can't look at Bill.
pat 
I think... I'm gonna move to California.  
This hits Bill like a sledge-hammer.
bill
When? 
pat
I may not even wait for graduation.  
bill
You've only got like a week to go!  You're gonna throw away your diploma just to chase after this movie thing??  
pat
If you've done your required courses and you've got enough credits, they have to let you graduate early if you want.  All you have to do is sign a little piece of paper-- and you're free.  I could graduate tomorrow morning if I wanted to.
Bill 
Well, shit Pat-- if you've got enough credits-- why not just do it today?
Pat swallows the lump in his throat.  Has to look out the window to hide his eyes...
pat
Because I was supposed to go see Star Wars with my best friend today...
Bill swallows. His tone softening...
bill
Don't you wanna graduate with your class? 
Don't you wanna go to all the parties?
Pat stares out the window as they pass the Gurnee Cemetery. 
A BACKHOE is shoveling dirt into Julie Dizikowski's grave.
pat
I gotta get out of here, Bill.  If I don't do it now... I might never do it...
Bill starts to speak again... Then thinks better of it.  
They drive on in silence.

EXT. lakehurst SHOPPING Mall
Bill's Mustang rumbles up to the sidewalk before the Wieboldt's Department store front doors.  The two friends sit there waiting for Linda.  It's a silent, awkward moment until--
pat
I'll just go get her.
Pat starts to get out-- Bill suddenly glances at his watch.
bill 
Oh shit!  
pat
What?
bill
I'm supposed to go out to Antioch and pick up some fan belts for my dad!  He wanted 'em by noon!
pat
(checks his watch)
It's almost noon now!  We still have to go to the bank!
bill
Okay-- Calm down.  I'll race out there, fast as I can-- If I leave now, we can still make the first show-- 
pat
But I don't have any money!  I gotta pay for Linda and I both to get in-- And she doesn't get paid till tomorrow-- 
bill
(sudden inspiration)
--Waitaminute!  My dad'll cash your check. 
pat
He will?
Bill
Yeah!  
(digs up a pen for Pat)
Here-- Just sign it over to him!  I'll go get the fan belts-- get the cash-- and meet you guys at the fountain in the center court at-- what-- 12:30?  
pat
(endorsing the check)
Great!
He hands the check to Bill and jumps out.
Pat 
Alright.  12:30.  Go!
Bill punches the gas-- Lays rubber.  Fishtailing out of the parking lot.  Pat shakes his head, smiles after him.  

INT. lakehurst SHOPPING Mall
A tribal center for young homo sapiens.  Jam-packed with records, junk food, video games, and girls.  
PAT GAZES RAPTUROUSLY AT--
The STAR WARS SOUNDTRACK L.P.  Clutched in his hands as he stands at the CAMELOT MUSIC cash register.  
pat
You sure it's the first one out of the box?
The gum-chewing rock chick behind the counter makes a face.
ROCK CHICK
Oh yeah.  Definitely.
She starts ringing up the sale.  Pat's eyes flick up to her.
pat
Uh.
She looks at him.  The store MANAGER appears--
manager
It's all right.  He paid for it months ago.
Pat smiles.  The ROCK CHICK stares at him.
THE WIEBOLDT'S DEPARTMENT STORE CANDY COUNTER
gleams in the middle distance of the store.  Linda's blue-jeaned butt sticks out from behind an open cabinet door below counter level.  A holy Grail held captive just beyond the mine-field of Mu-Mus and horrifying bathing suits on display in THE LADIES DEPARTMENT.
  
Pat scans the area for signs of trouble from behind a mannequin just inside the store's interior mall entrance.  
Tony's voice
Can I help you find anything, Miss?
Pat's eyes darken as TONY VESUVIO appraises him disdainfully from behind. 
pat
(without looking)
Yeah... What's the ugliest suit you have in the store?
He turns and gasps in mock delight at Tony's get-up--
pat 
That's perfect! 
tony 
Skipping school, huh?  Lemme guess... Space Wars starts today?
pat
It's Star Wars, mouth-breather.  
(holds up the soundtrack album)
See?  There's an S... then a T... 
tony 
Be a real shame if Mall Security busted your ass and you had to miss the first show.
pat
Yeah, well-- everyone has the day off to mourn the loss of Julie Dizikowski and Mike Lorber.  They died last night in a car accident.  Drug related, as I understand it.
Tony smiles thinly at that.
tony 
So you're grieving in the Wieboldt's ladies' department?
Pat checks his hair in a make-up mirror.
pat
There's plenty of tragedy here-- 
He adjusts the mirror to show Tony his own reflection.
pat 
--if you know where to look.  Besides.  How sad can Mike and Julie be?  They don't have to worry about working at Wieboldt's for the rest of their lives.
Suddenly Tony is in Pat's face.  His voice low and dangerous.
tony 
You really think you're some Hollywood big-shot now?  You think you're better than me just because your mom got you a shot at kissing some producer's ass?  
pat
No.  I think I'm better than you because I don't have to sell drugs to pay for a Trans-Am, gold chains, and 3 weeks worth of FTD bouquets in a sad attempt to lure another guy's fiancee away.
For some reason, Tony finds this extremely funny...
tony 
Fiancee?  
Tony laughs...turns on his heels and starts for the street exit.  Pat stares after him, unnerved.  Turns back for his goal--  Then slows to a puzzled stop at the sight of--  

THE CANDY COUNTER.  Where a highly pissed JENNY BODZIAK is now busy refilling the malted milk balls.  
pat
What are you doing here?
Jenny looks up with a sneer.  Hisses through an engineering marvel of braces.
jennY BODZIAK
Linda had a conniption fit about having to work for me so Tony called me in even though I called in sick!
Pat doesn't even try to hide his delight.
pat
You weren't sick!  You were skipping work to see STAR WARS!
jennY BODZIAK
Oh, right!  Like I'd waste my time on some dorky Sci-fi movie!
pat
What?  You don't have your Star Trek parties any more?  
jenny bodziak
Oh shut up--  That was in 8th grade!
pat   
No more rubber Spock Ears?  You were cute in those--
jennY BODZIAK
--SHUT UP!!!  
pat
Okay!  Okay!  Jeez!  You probably shouldn't see Star Wars anyway!  
jennY BODZIAK
And why's that?
pat  
Well... it's just... they've got something in it called the Death Star that could take the Enterprise out with one shot.
jenny BODZIAK
OH RIGHT!  The Enterprise has SHIELDS, idiot!
Pat grins.  Busted!  Jenny glowers at him.
pat
So... where's Linda?
jenny BODZIAK
Last I saw, she was walking that way.  
(an evil smile)
To meet Tony.
PAT RUNS THROUGH THE MALL
Glancing desperately into store after store.
FINALLY SPOTS LINDA AT A J.C. PENNEY CHECK OUT COUNTER...
buying candles... And PERFUME... And FANCY SOAPS... And A BIG SEA-SPONGE.  As she walks away from the register, she freezes at the sight of Pat.
pat  
Hey.
linda
Hey!... So... Tony let me off the hook.
pat
That's great.  Bill's gonna meet us at 12:30-- 
linda 
I still can't go, though.
Pat stares at her.
pat  
Why not?
linda  
Well... My mom needs me to take Misty to the vet. 
Linda's not the greatest liar on Earth, either...
pat  
I see.  So, where's Tony?
Linda stares at him.  What's going on here...?
linda
He went over to the drug store.  He had some shopping to do.
FLASH CUT-- TONY AT THE DRUG STORE COUNTER-- 
Contemplating something behind us-- 
tony 
I'll take 3 boxes of ribbed-- A box of assorted colors-- And some French ticklers, if you have 'em in extra large.
BACK TO PAT
As he blinks this nightmare away--
pat 
I'll bet.  Why the heck are you leaving with him?
linda
He's giving me a ride home.
pat
Why?
linda
Because my car is in the shop.
pat
Again?
linda
Yeah, again.  
pat
Gee, how convenient!
linda
What's that supposed to mean?
pat
Oh, come on Linda, don't you think it's kind of strange?  I mean, first Tony's dad can't seem to find the part my Ford Pinto needs for over a month!  And then-- He decides he needs to charge me so much for the labor to install said part that I can't afford to get the damn car BACK, once it's fixed, without working double-shifts at Great America-- effectively cutting off any time I might have with you! 
In the BACKGROUND behind him-- Beyond the glass exit doors-- Tony's TRANS-AM rumbles up to the curb.
pat   
And THEN-- JUST when I've scraped together enough money to pay him,  he tells me he's been charging me a STORAGE FEE on top of the original amount!  And NOW-- After rebuilding the engine on YOUR car for god knows how much money, YOUR CAR is BACK in the shop-- And suddenly--
Pat spots Tony's car... Tony is staring at them.  Smirking.
pat   
--suddenly TONY is the only one left with a CAR that works-- Which YOU now have to RIDE back to your house in-- with all your romantic evening supplies plus whatever little do-dads Tony picked up at the DRUG STORE!  NOW can you tell why I'm just a little bit upset?
Linda is now glaring at him.  
linda
Wow.  You complete asshole.
She turns and marches off... Pat races after her.
pat
Wait.  Linda.
linda
Don't touch me.
pat
I'm sorry.
linda
Don't even talk to me.  And don't call me, either.    
She pushes through the exit doors-- Heads for Tony's Trans-Am. 
pat  
Please-- 
Tony opens the passenger door from the inside-- 
pat  
Don't leave-- Don't leave-- 
Linda tosses her bags in the back, drops in the seat, slams the door, and the car PEELS off in a cloud of blue tire smoke.
pat  
DON'T LEEEEAVE!!!
The car vanishes around the corner.  Pat stands there on the sidewalk.  Utterly devastated.
pat  
SHIT!!!

PAT SITs ON A BENCH 
across from the fountain in the mall's center court.  Staring up at something that's killing him.  THE CLOCK ON THE WALL OPPOSITE-- which reads: 1:00.  QUEEN'S forgotten B-Side, "DROWSE" starts up-- And--
 
IT'S RAINING NOW-- AS PAT WALKS HOME 
IN HIS MIND-- He's walking down a crowded hall at school-- Suddenly noticing, for the first time, a pale, offbeat Eurasian girl as she walks past in the opposite direction-- 

IN REALITY-- HE WALKS ON...PAST GUNGLER'S PHARMACY... where plastic letters on the big sign spell out-- "Farewell Mike"
IN HIS MIND-- HE AND LINDA sit at a table full of mutual friends.  Sneaking glances at each other.  Finally look at the same time.  And hold the look.  Hearts racing...

IN REALITY-- PAT WALKS past the High School FOOTBALL BLEACHERS... where the flag is flying at half-mast.  As Pat stares at the empty seats-- Day turns to night-- The stadium fills-- And in the shadows UNDER THE BLEACHERS-- He and Linda make out... 

IN REALITY-- PAT WALKS Past VESUVIO'S BODY SHOP AND JUNK YARD...  Where his ORANGE FORD PINTO sits behind chain-link fence topped with barbed-wire.  Guarded by an enormous GERMAN SHEPARD that snaps and snarls and chews on the fence as Pat shuffles past.  He stops to snap and snarl back.  Till he notices Tony's dad, MR. VESUVIO, smirking at him from the window in his trailer/office.  Pat walks on...
IN HIS MIND-- fleeting images of LINDA-- in a swirling kaleidoscope of young desperate passion... Acted out... with TONY.
PAT WALKS ON-- PAST THE EL RANCHO MOTEL SIGN... where more cheap plastic letters spell out-- "We'll miss you, Mike."  Pat starts to trudge on, then suddenly stops... staring... at the motel parking lot... The SONG playing in his head cuts out with a LOUD TURNTABLE SCRATCH-- because--
His sister's primer-gray Jeep is parked outside one of the rooms.
PAT PUTS HIS EAR TO THE ROOM'S DOOR
Muffled YELLING comes from inside.  
jody's muffled voice
I said I'd meet you!  I didn't say I'd go to bed with you!
Pat's mouth drops open.
jim's muffled voice
Why the hell would you meet me in a hotel room if you weren't gonna go to bed with me??
jody's voice
God, Jim!  Is that all you care about?
jim's muffled voice
Why are you being such a bitch??
pat
HEY!!
He pounds the door--
pat 
Open this--
The DOOR FLIES open-- 16 year old Jim, shirtless and ripped, fills the frame.  Jody, still dressed, stands in the room beyond, gaping at Pat.
jim 
What the hell do YOU want?
pat  
--I want you to leave my sister alone, you fucking punk!!
Jim blinks incredulously.  Jody's jaw drops in shock.  Even Pat is surprised--
pat  
Wow.

INT. JOHNSON HOUSE - KITCHEN
JANET is doing the ironing, watching through the window as Jay flies back and forth on the tire swing in the backyard, when we HEAR the front door open.
janet 
(calling out)
So?  Did you see it?
pat's offstage voice
No.
Jody storms through the kitchen behind Janet.  
janet 
I thought you were gonna be first in line!
pat's voice
Things got messed up.
Janet turns to see Pat walk in, sporting a blood-splashed shirt and ruddy, blood-caked nostrils.
janet 
What happened?
pat
Dodge-ball accident.  Then I missed my bus... Next thing I know, it's raining... And Jody saw me walking home.
jody's oFFSTAGE voice
I SHOULD'VE RUN HIM OVER!
janet 
What's wrong with her?
pat
(shrugs)
She's 16.  She's a girl.  Plus, she hates me.  I think I remind her of dad.
janet 
She doesn't hate you.
jody's offsTAGE voice
I DO SO!
pat
See?
He opens the fridge-- Grabs a Coke.
janet 
If she hated you... why would she drive you home?
pat
So she could enjoy NOT driving me to the movie theater.  
(he pops his coke)
Can I borrow the van?
janet 
Eric took it down to O'Hare.
pat
What for?
janet 
To ship a dog I sold to some people in Atlanta this morning.  They wired the money, thank god.   
pat
Great!  Can I borrow twenty dollars?
janet 
You could if I had it. 
pat
You just sold a five hundred dollar dog.  
janet 
Yeah-- and then I paid our bills.
pat  
And you had nothing left? 
She holds his gaze.
janet 
I had some shopping to do.  Is that all right with you?
Pat eyes the fresh box of Fanny May Candy on the counter.   
pat  
Sure.
She picks up the box-- holding it out-- 
janet 
Want some?
He'd rather be unmoved... but...
pat  
Did you push all the bottoms in?
janet 
Not yet.
He takes one.  Unable to look her in the eye.
janet 
I'm doing the best I can.
pat
I know.  Sorry.
janet 
It's stopped raining-- Why don't you ride your bike to the theater?
pat  
I sold my bike to buy film to make "Beyond  The Planet of the Apes", remember?
janet 
What about Eric's bike?
pat  
Uh... 
(mumble)
We had to do some reshoots.
janet 
Okay... What about Jody's bike?
pat  
It's pink.  It's got... tassels.
janet 
It's got wheels.
jody'S VOICE
IT'S GOT A LOCK!
Pat gives his mom a miserable "I told you so" look.  

THE BASEMENT  
is painted black.  Half the room is devoted to a cluttered MODEL SHOP.  The other holds a full-size SPACE FIGHTER COCKPIT SET, cobbled together from scrap lumber, Plexiglas, and assorted household odds and ends.  Pat sits on the basement stairs behind it, holding the wall-phone receiver to his ear.  We HEAR ringing on the other end... No one answers.  Pat's eyes drift to the cockpit set.
INSIDE THE COCKPIT - Pat opens the canopy 
Climbs in.  Closes it again.  Flicks switches on the instrument panel before him.  Radio Shack indicator lights and backlit transparency displays glow amber and red and green.  He shoves an 8-TRACK TAPE into a slot in a side panel.  
"The Blue Danube" waltz begins to play.  He flicks a final switch.  
ABOVE AND BEHIND THE COCKPIT - A SUPER-8 MOVIE PROJECTOR
flickers to life-- throwing an image onto the screen in front of the ship-- A sky full of stars.  At its center-- A rotating wheel-like space station.  A pretty good approximation of the one in 2001.  
IT'S REFLECTED NOW in Pat's helmet visor.  He grabs the stick and "pilots" his ship along its pre-filmed course.  
AS THE STATION DRAWS NEAR-- PAT'S EYES lose their focus... THE MUSIC's tinny fidelity rises to THEATER QUALITY--
AND SUDDENLY HE'S 6-- AND RUNNING IN SLOW MOTION
down the carpeted hall of his childhood house--  SILENTLY calling out-- "DADDY!!  DADDY!!"-- Desperate to reach-- THE KITCHEN-- where DR. JOHNSON is yelling at a distraught JANET-- As Pat runs in-- His father turns in mid-rage-- Mouth frozen in an animal snarl--  Pat pulls up short-- and starts exhorting his father to follow-- to "Come LOOK! Come LOOK!!"
PAT RE-ENTERS THE 60's era living room
His father lumbering after him-- His rage replaced by almost desperate curiosity.  As PAT moves into CLOSE-UP-- offscreen T.V. LIGHT pulsates on his wide-eyed features.  He points excitedly-- turning to check the reaction of his father... who seems mesmerized as he crouches down to watch over Pat's little shoulder.  
ON THE JOHNSON's EARLY COLOR T.V.
The remainder of the TV trailer for 2001: a space odyssey plays out-- 
PAT turns back to check his father again.  DR. JOHNSON's rage has evaporated-- Behind him, Janet wipes a tear off her reddened cheek.  Gives Pat as supportive a smile as she can muster.
AND NOW HE'S SITTING BETWEEN HIS MOTHER AND father
In a movie theater.  Staring up in wonder at the screen.  
He looks at his parents.  Both are mesmerized.  Child-like.  
He takes the nearest hand of each in his own.  And settles back in his seat.  Happy.  Sleepy.  Fine...
SOMEONE KNOCKS ON THE WINDOW OF HIS DREAM--
BACK IN HIS COCKPIT
Pat blinks, snapping out of his reverie... Looks out the side window of the canopy-- Sees little JAY standing there in his bright red SPACESUIT.
jay
I'm ready to die a horrible agonizing death in the cold vacuum of space.
Pat can't help but smile.  The BLUE DANUBE KICKS INTO FULL TILT-- And we CUT TO--
THE JOHNSON'S GARAGE DOOR RISING-- 
revealing the world's tiniest soundstage.  Windows covered with black foil.  Walls and ceiling painted black.  Two puny SUN-GUN movie lights on rolling stands flare to life.
JAY-- still space-suited, stands in the center of the floor, grinning at someone offstage.  He lifts one foot off the ground.  Then, still holding the first one up... He lifts the other.  Magically suspended.  Suddenly he rises up into the air.  
Over by the wall-- Pat turns the crank on a reel that takes up the piano wire that's lifting his little brother.    
Moving to an electrical box-- Pat hit's a switch and--
Tiny white lights in the black velvet ceiling blaze to life-- 
Pat drags his tripod-mounted Super-8 camera over to the center of the floor directly beneath Jay.  Tilts it straight up.  Gets down on his knees to peer up into it--
THROUGH THE VIEWFINDER 
Jay appears weightless, tumbling end over end, in deep space. 

Pat starts rolling... Waits for just the right moment... 
And calls action.  
Jay begins to writhe and struggle-- Making his best horrific death-by-decompression faces.  
THE MUSIC DRIVES a SEQUENCE OF SHOTS of Pat and Jay shooting take after take of space death.  Jay acting up a storm.  Pat doing what he loves more than anything else.  They're just starting to get silly when--
janet's voice
(calls from the house)
PAT?
Pat looks away from the viewfinder.  Annoyed at having the spell broken.
janet's voice 
PAAAAAAAAT?
pat
WHAAAT!!

Pat ENTERS THE KITCHEN
His mother is there... Looking uncomfortable.
janet 
Your Dad's here.  
Pat blinks at this.  Excited.  Angry.  Terrified.  He moves to the window--
OUTSIDE-- A GOLD 1976 CORVETTE STING-RAY RUMBLES in the driveway.  Pat's 50-year-old father, the bald, barrel-chested DR. JOHNSON stands with one foot inside the open driver side door.  As though ready to make a break for it.  His eyes are hidden by dark sunglasses.
janet 
I forgot to tell you.  He wanted to take you out to an early dinner.  He and Marilou are leaving for the Philippines in the morning.  
She's trying real hard not to cry.  Which just makes this all the more difficult for Pat.
pat  
I haven't talked to him for over a year.
janet
You don't have to go.  I'll tell him you don't want to go--
pat
--No.  It's okay.
He suddenly turns and bolts for the basement stairs.
janet 
What about Star Wars?
PAT LEAPS DOWN THE BASEMENT STAIRS
three at a time-- 
PAT
Tell him I'll be there in a minute!  
I have to get something!

THE STAR WARS SOUNDTRACK ALBUM 
is clutched in the doctor's hands as he studies the liner notes, while seated inside an enormous all-you-can-eat buffet restaurant.  Pat watches from across the table.  Talking a mile-a-minute and tracking every subtle variation of his father's enigmatic expression.  
pat
See-- It's the story of this kid from the edge of the edge of the galaxy... Who dreams of leaving his little backwater world.  Only to do it-- he has to go up against this evil lord named Darth Vader--
--And the whole thing is like this futuristic retelling of the Arthur/Merlin legend-- But instead of becoming worthy of Excalibur the hero has to master something called "The Force" and instead of swords they have light-sabers and instead of riding horses they fly X-Wings and the bad guys fly TIE Fighters-- And even though it's got Droids and Wookies and Jawas and stuff it's really just about a guy trying to find his purpose in life-- 
Dr. Johnson's eyes flick up to glance silently at Pat.
pat 
So... Uhm... You know... Even though it's not as intellectual as 2001... It's still a really cool film.  
Dr. Johnson hands the album back to Pat.  Unimpressed.
pat  
It's got amazing special effects.
DR. JOHNSON
Have you seen it yet?
pat
I was thinking of maybe going tonight.  It's playing over at the Genesee--  Remember?  Where we saw The Andromeda Strain?
dr. JOHNSON
Don't you think you should see it before you buy the soundtrack?
pat
I'm pretty sure I'm gonna like it.  The next show starts in--
dr. jOHNSON
--You mean you hope you're gonna like it. 
pat  
Yeah.  I guess.
dr. jOHNSON
The New York Times critic didn't think much of it.
Pat stares at his father.  Anger growing inside.
pat
Yeah... Well... she probably wouldn't think much of my Planet of the Apes movie either.  
FLASH CUT -  SUPER-8 FOOTAGE ON A CHEAP HOME MOVIE SCREEN
12-YEAR OLD PAT caught in a net, surrounded by 12-year-old uniformed, rifle-toting GORILLA captors.  Pat rages at them in a decent, if squeaky, Charlton Heston impression.
pat  
Get your hands off me you damn, dirty, ape!
The REAL 12-YEAR-OLD PAT pops up into frame, FOREGROUND-- 
To look back hopefully at--
DR. JOHNSON'S SILHOUETTE, seated behind him.  His Scotch on the rocks rim-lit by the projector's flickering glow.  The images on the screen reflected in the cold, shark-like gaze of his glasses.  He says nothing.  For the moment.
back to reality-- in the restaurant
pat  
Doesn't mean it wasn't any good.
A pointed remark.  Dr. Johnson stares at his half-empty glass.  Pat stares at the flickering hurricane lamp.
dr. jOHNSON
You remember when we got all dressed up and went downtown Chicago to see 2001?  
FLASH CUT-- DR. JOHNSON FUMING in the car
Glaring out the open window at Janet as she rushes out of the house, carrying 6 year-old Pat and his shoes.
dr. JOHNSON
Congratulations.  We're gonna miss the 7 o'clock show. 	Idiot.
back to '77...
Pat swallows.  Anxiety rising.
pat
Yeah.
dr. JOHNSON
You were-- what-- Five?
pat
Six.
dr. JOHNSON
You fell asleep half-way through.  But you woke up at the very end.  And all the way home you kept asking-- "What did the giant baby mean?" "What did the giant baby mean?"  You were always asking questions... trying to figure the world out... You were a smart kid.
pat
I was just copying mom.  She was the one that asked the question.
flashback-- DR. JOHNSON glaring at janet ON THE RIDE HOME
dr. JOHNSON
It's called symbolism, dear. 
In the backseat, Pat tries to stop the fight before it begins.
6-year-old pat
What did the giant baby mean?  What did the giant baby mean??
back in the present--
Dr. Johnson downs the remainder of his drink, then holds the empty aloft to signal the waitress.
Pat   
I'm thinking of moving to California.
dr. jOHNSON
Does your mother know about this?
pat  
Not yet.
dr. JOHNSON
They have some good medical schools there.
pat
They have some good film schools, too.
dr. JOHNSON
You know... When I gave you your first movie camera... I meant for film-making to be a hobby... 
pat
Well... Like you once said to me... "Sometimes things don't work out the way we want them to." 
dr. JOHNSON
You're going to find out... very soon, I suspect... that life isn't your own personal movie.  You don't get to run it back and forth on your little editing machine and cut out the parts that don't work.  You only get one shot.  If you waste it... You'll regret it for the rest of your life.
pat
Exactly.
dr. JOHNSON
If you think I'm gonna give you money to fritter away on your delusions of grandeur, you can forget it.  You want any financial support from me-- You're gonna be a doctor.
pat
I'm gonna be a director.  
Before Dr. Johnson can react, the waitress has arrived with his drink.  
waitress
There ya go, Dr. Johnson.  Can I get you two gentlemen anything else?
dr. JOHNSON
Just the check.  We're done here.
She heads off.  Dr. Johnson polishes off his final drink way too fast.  Sets the glass down hard.

Ext. obie's Restaurant - parking lot - eVENING
As Pat and Dr. Johnson march in silence for the Corvette.  Dr. Johnson stops to unlock the driver's side door.  Pat just keeps on walking.  
dr. JOHNSON
Where do you think you're going?
pat
California. 
dr. JOHNSON
The judge said I have to drop you at the house.
pat 
He also said you had to pay alimony and child support.  He never nailed you for those.  I'm sure you can get away with letting me walk from here.
He spins to go-- then turns back again--
pat  
Oh, and by the way-- You never gave me that first camera.  I took it.  You were just too drunk to notice!
Dr. Johnson's eyes grow dangerous.  Pat meets the glare head on.  Dr. Johnson yanks open his car door.   
dr. johnson
Okay, Peter Pan.  You go ahead.  Go play with your models and your Planet of the Apes masks...  
He drops into the driver's seat.  Slams the door.  Starts the engine. 
dr. 
See how far you get on dreams.
He floors it.  The Corvette's tires SQUEALING-- SMOKING-- The car leaping away-- 
pat
YOU GAVE ME THOSE DREAMS, GODDAMIT!!! 
YOU STARTED IT!
As the car gets smaller in the distance-- happy voices rise--
pat and Dr. Johnson's voices
Five!... Four!... Three!... Two!... 
FLASHBACK - AN ESTES MODEL ROCKET SITS ON ITS TINY LAUNCHPAD
pat and Dr. Johnson's voices 
One!...
IN HIS MIND-- HIS 6-YEAR OLD FACE 
is pressed up against a tour bus window as he and his parents visit the KENNEDY SPACE CENTER in Florida.  Beyond the glass-- The monument to the Mercury Seven astronauts gleams in the afternoon sun.  Pat looks up to watch his father filming the scene with his little Kodak "Brownie" Super-8 movie camera.  He SILENTLY asks for a turn.  His Dad looks down at him, deciding.  Finally hands him the precious device.  Pat holds it reverently, slowly bringing it up to his eye...
IN A DARKENED LIVING ROOM -
His father's rock-steady, carefully composed movie images of the Kennedy Space Center play on the screen.  Suddenly the picture switches to a shaky, uncertain view of The Mercury Seven monument.  
And Pat's eyes widen in wonder at what he's wrought.
He turns.  His father, rim-lit by the projector's flickering glow, sets down his drink and reaches forward to ruffle his son's hair... Pat smiles.
BOOM!!! AN EERIE WHITE MUSHROOM CLOUD-- 
roils up into a pitch black sky-- WE PULL BACK and ROTATE 180 DEGREES to REVEAL-- Dr. Johnson has just dropped white LIQUID SHOE POLISH into an aquarium full of water-- Explaining to 8-YEAR-OLD Pat that by filming this phenomenon with the camera upside down-- he'll create a beautiful atomic blast.  Pat's stares up at his father with utter hero worship.
PAT, NOW 12, CALLS DR. JOHNSON AROUND to the backyard
urging him to look through the lens of the camera, now set up on a tripod before a miniature of the Ape City from "Planet of the Apes".  As Dr. Johnson leans down to look through the lens-- Pat signals to someone off-screen-- 
THROUGH THE VIEWFINDER-- Ape City is suddenly occupied by two 10 year-old Gorilla Guards seemingly dragging a 7-year old Eric "Prisoner" out of one of the miniature buildings.
DR. JOHNSON'S EYE-- rises slowly up from the viewfinder to stare out--
100 feet ACROSS THE YARD-- where Eric and his Guards have been placed to force the perspective--
PAT looks to his father for approval.  But on DR. JOHNSON'S face there is now only ambivalence.  Pat's eager smile falters. 
THE JOHNSON FAMILY SITS IN THE LIVING ROOM
munching bowls of popcorn with 12-year-olds Bill, Donny, and Jeff-- as they watch a scene from Pat's Planet of the Apes film.  Janet overdoes her amazement-- Eric and Jody try not to giggle-- Baby Jay sucks his bottle and kicks-- And Pat, sits at the front.  Afraid to look back at his father.  Who sits in the back.  Glaring at the imagery reflected in his glasses.  He finally shakes his head and barks out a comment-- 
UP FRONT-- Pat reacts as if smacked on the back of the head.  Behind him-- Janet sits mortified-- Bill, Donny, and Jeff exchange glances-- Eric and Jody look at their feet-- peering up sympathetically at their brother as his father starts criticizing the film with cruel abandon-- 
And as Pat sits there, taking it, his eyes well up with tears--
PAT AND DR. JOHNSON'S VOICES
LIFTOFF!!
FWWWOOOOSH!!  The miniature rocket STREAKS skyward-- 
AERIAL SHOT-- ROCKET'S P.O.V.-- Looking back at the earth as 8 YEAR OLD PAT AND DR. JOHNSON are left behind... going... going... gone.
BACK IN THE PRESENT - Pat's eyes 
brim with tears as the SOUND of the Corvette fades away--
pat  
Bye...
PINK FLOYD'S "SHINE ON YOU CRAZY DIAMOND" rising in its place...as--
THE SUN SETS
huge and wavering-- through the evening heat above the crest of a two-lane blacktop road.  Pat appears... Walking up the far side of the hill-- As he reaches the top... He stops... Staring offscreen at something.
RAILROAD TRACKS gleam beneath the reddening sky.  Pat walks along them, moving into CLOSE-UP.  Stopping to look down at-- 
THE SCENE OF LAST NIGHT'S ACCIDENT
where flowers and candles make up a ragged shrine around the awful gouge in the earth where Mike Lorber's car landed.  
As Pat stares sadly at the tribute... A TRAIN'S HORN SOUNDS-- Causing him to look offscreen-- Just as a fast moving express WIPES THROUGH FRAME-- seemingly WIPING PAT AWAY in an EXPLOSION OF VIOLENT CUTS OF THE ACCIDENT FROM VARIOUS ANGLES-- MIKE'S DODGE CHARGER blown off the tracks by the speeding freight train-- MIKE INSIDE-- as the car explodes around him-- HIS HAND reaching-- for JULIE DIZIKOWSKI-- who's hair obscures HER FACE as she's blown through the metal roof-- THE CAR TUMBLING end-over-end-- disintegrating-- finally coming to rest in the lonely darkness--  which brightens back to the here and now-- the car fading away like a ghost--  Leaving Pat where he was standing. 
 
BUD'S SHeLL AND DELI GAS STATION
glows like some lonely desert oasis under the twilight sky.  The faint longing strains of Marjorie Hughes singing "A DREAM IS A WISH YOUR HEART MAKES" echo from--
INSIDE THE SERVICE BAY-- where GRADE SCHOOL PHOTOS OF BILL HOLMES, his brother and sister, along with a 50's era black-and-white HIGH SCHOOL PHOTO of their MOM, are pinned to some corkboard, between greasy invoices and an automotive parts supplier's calendar.  

PAT, standing just inside the open garage door, stares at the modest shrine for a moment.  Then turns to watch Bill's big, beefy dad, BUD HOLMES, working on a car.  
pat
Hey, Mr. Holmes.
Bud's eyes fall to Pat.  
bud
Pat Johnson!  What are you doin' this side of the tracks?  
pat
I was wondering if you'd seen Bill around.
bud
Nope.  Haven't seen him in weeks, actually.
Pat checks his watch.  Swats it.  Eyes the clock in the gas station window. 7:10.  Bud notices his stricken reaction.
bud 
What's the matter?
pat  
Ah nothin'... It's just... He's got my check... 
Bud stops with his ratchet wrench.  An inner concern showing.
bud
Why would Billy have your check?
pat
He said he was gonna ask you to cash it for me.
They stand there in silence.  Each coming to their own uneasy conclusion.
BUD'S CASH REGISTER DRAWER OPENS WITH A DING!
Bud pulls out the cash drawer.  No check here.  Pat stares at Bud.  Bud suddenly turns and bends down to eyeball Pat.
bud
Pat.  I'm going to ask you a question.  And I know it might make you uncomfortable, Bill being your friend and all... but I need you to tell me the truth.  
pat
Okay. 
bud
Does Bill have your check... Does he have it because... Because he needs money for drugs?
pat
Drugs? 
bud
Look me in the eye, Pat.  Look me in the eye and tell me.  If I'm gonna help him, I have to know.  Is Bill... a druggie?
Pat can hardly hold a straight face at the term. 
pat
A druggie?  
bud
The eye, Pat.  Look me in the eye.
pat
Wh-- he-- No!  No way!
bud
You're not looking me in the eye.
pat
Okay.  Let me tell you something, Mr. Holmes.  I can honestly say... that I have never seen Bill even take a puff of a cigarette... let alone shotgun a bong.
AT THAT SAME MOMENT IN A SMOKY BASEMENT SEVERAL MILES AWAY--  
Bill shotguns a bong with RAY, a huge Hispanic musician in dark glasses.
bill
Shit.  What is this stuff?
ray
Spirit of St. Louis.  New York to Paris on one tank of gas.  
BACK TO PAT AND BUD--
bud
Then howcum you know the lingo?  
pat
Uh...
bud
Are you a druggie, Pat?  Huh?  If you are, I swear t'God I'll kick your ass right along with Bill's!
pat
I'm not a druggie.  
bud
Well, what are you then?
pat
Whaddya mean?
bud
Everybody's something.  Jock.  Dork. Einstein.  Greaser.  Everybody's got a group they hang with.  Who do you hang with? 
pat
(shrugs)
Bill.
bud  
I pray for you, Pat.  I truly do.

Ext. Anne Armstrong's house - night
The "post memorial gathering" is now going full-tilt.  Cars jam the driveway and line both sides of the street as far as the eye can see.  ARROWSMITH'S "WALK THIS WAY" booms from inside.  Half the student body threatens to spill from every door and window.  Pat emerges from the front door and shouts over to Bud, now waiting in his pick-up, curbside.
pat
He's not here!
bud
You sure?
pat
I looked everywhere!
bud
Alright!  If you see him... Tell him I want him home.  And if you see any other DRUGGIES at this party... You do the right thing and call the cops!  Got it?
Bud's pick-up roars off.  Leaving Pat to endure the stares of every person in the yard.
paT
Got it.
INSIDE ANNE'S HOUSE
Pat re-enters and stares daggers at someone off-screen.
pat
YOU ASSHOLE!
Bill peers out the curtains to make sure his dad is gone.
bill
Jeez, will you relax?  
pat
Relax??  I missed the first showing of STAR WARS because of you!  And the 3 o'clock show-- And the 5:15-- And the 7:30 starts in 5 minutes-- And it takes 20 minutes to get to the Genesee Theater-- 
NEARBY girl
--I thought you were banned from the Genesee Theater.
pat
IT'S TODD'S DAY OFF!!
bill
Jeez!  Will you calm down!  It's just a damn movie!
pat
No it's not just a damn movie!  I've been waiting my whole life for this movie!  Look... Forget it.  I'll go myself.  Just gimme my check.
bill
It's in my glove compartment!  I'm parked like a mile away!  Besides, what good is it gonna do you without a place to cash it and without me to get you there?
Good point.
bill 
Look.  Just hang here for a little while-- cool off--  and I'll take you to the midnight show.  Deal? 
Advantage, Bill.  On PAT'S resignation-- CUT TO--
A BOTTLE OF "GLEN ROCK" SODA POP
Fruit Punch flavor.  Pat handles it like a beer bottle as he follows Bill through the raucous, beer-splashed, pot-hazed, coke-addled "grief".  They thread through knots of partyers, stepping over a couple on the floor, rolling around, hands groping inside each other's pants.  Pass Jocks over by the juke-box, watching, laughing, chugging beer.  Bill swats open the bathroom door-- INSIDE-- A cheerleader is riding a guy sitting on the toilet, while two of her friends do lines of coke on the marble sink.  They don't even look up.  

Pat moves on, his pace quickening-- The music POUNDING-- And finally he stops-- his eyes riveted on something across the room.  A school trophy-case photo of Mike Lorber in his football gear sits at the center of a flower and ribbon festooned shrine on the fireplace mantle-piece.  Lettermen and cheerleaders have staked out the couches beneath it.  DOUG OSTERLAND sits amongst them.  Staring at nothing.  
bill's voice
You want a straw?
Pat turns to find Bill staring in awe at a wide-eyed freshman throwing back a shot of vodka.  The kid gags, but grabs up the bottle again-- pouring his next with a shaky hand. 
Freshman
Oh, man.  You'll never guess what just happened--  
Bill grins. 
Bill
Try me.
The freshman leans in close.
Freshman
Okay.  Don't tell anyone, okay?
bill
Okay.
freshman
This senior girl... in the bathroom... just gave me... a blow job!
He waits for the import of this to sink in.
bill
(for all the world)
A BLOW JOB??  
freshman
SHHHH!!!
bill
YOU JUST GOT A BLOW JOB IN THE BATHROOM??
freshman
Shut up!!
bill
HEY, EVERYBODY!!  GUESS WHO JUST GOT A BLOW JOB!!!
The crowd CHEERS!
freshman
(running off)
SHUT UUUUUUUUUUUUUP!!!
bill
(calls after him)
Congratulations oN YOUR BLOW JOB!!!
Pat checks his watch.  Smacks it.  Puts it to his ear.  
pat
Bill.  The 10 o'clock show starts in 45 minutes.  If we left in 20 minutes--
bill
Pat!  Paaat!  Relaaaax!  I promise you-- before the night is through-- You'll see your Z-Wings and your Wockas!  Okay??
He moves off into the party.  
pat
That's X-Wings and Wookies!
People around the room shake their heads and snicker.  
pat 
Yeah.  Laugh it up... in a few days you'll all be pounding on the door to the ark, yelling-- "Let us in!  Let us in!" 
Something GOLD AND BLUE slams Pat against the refrigerator.  It's one of Doug Osterland's gridiron apostles. 
apostle
Whaddya think this is-- a party?
pat
Wh-what?
apostle
Nobody gives a shit about your stupid movie, okay?
pat
Okay.
He digs his hand into Pat's shoulder and spins him around. Points into the smoky living room.  Where Doug sits brooding.  
apostle
You see that guy over there?  That guy's best friend died last night.  I don't think he wants to hear any more of your shit tonight.  Got it?
He smacks the back of Pat's head and swaggers off.  Leaving Pat in stinging pain and utter shame.  He notices Doug staring at him.   
A TELEPHONE RINGS IN A DARK ROOM
Linda, standing before the mirror in her bedroom, stares into space.  Conflicted.  Slowly reaches up to start undoing the buttons on her blouse.  The phone just keeps on ringing...  
PAT STANDS in a corner of the ANNE ARMSTRONG'S kitchen
holding the phone.  As the awful realization overtakes him.
THE BASEMENT 
with its purple darkness and blacklight posters, has attracted the flotsam and jetsam of partygoers.  A disparate collection of types who's only common denominator is a shared momentary appreciation for 10CC's "I'M NOT IN LOVE", now plodding out of the stereo.  

Pat sits, staring at nothing, on a ragged old couch.  He's sandwiched between a puffy-eyed cheerleader, who's obviously still in shock over the loss of Mike Lorber, and Carl Jacobs, a dweeb who's totally over-relating to the music.  Determined not to give in to his pain, Pat turns to check out the books on the shelves behind him.  Notices the collection of WARREN TOWNSHIP HIGH SCHOOL YEARBOOKS.  Selects 1976.  Flips through page after page of PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES... Linda and Pat huddling for warmth at the bus stop... Bill and Pat performing on stage... Donny, Jeff, Bill, and Pat dressed up and greased back for the 50's dance.  Then, quite by accident, Pat turns to a page featuring Mike Lorber in football gear, being carried aloft by a crowd of spectators.  Pat frowns.  Then a thought occurs... He opens the book to the INDEX... His FINGER moving down a list of student names... D'AMBROSIO... DINKUS... DONNELLY...  
pat
She's not even in here.
Carl
Who?
pat
Julie Dizikowski. 
carl
Who?
pat
Julie!  Dizikowski!  The other person we're mourning here?  Mike's girlfriend?
The Cheerleader beside him spews her beer.
cheerleader 1
She was NOT his GIRLFRIEND, you ASS! 
pat
How do you know?
cheerleader 1
Because she was a Freak and he was a Jock and you're a total Geek so what do you know about anything anyway!  Gawd!!
She staggers off into the bodies and smoke.  Pat looks at Carl, who's already back in the thrall of the music.  
Pat sits back... His eyes losing focus...
FLASHBACK - AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS CLUBHOUSE - DAY
A private gated bungalow on a quiet side-street just up the block from Mann's Chinese Theater.  A TAXI waits in the driveway as Herb walks Pat out.  As they reach the car, Herb hands something to Pat.  A copy of THE CINEMATOGRAPHER'S HANDBOOK.  
herb
Here.  The cinematographer's Bible.  All the great directors have a well-thumbed copy somewhere in their library.
pat
You really think I have a chance?  
Herb
As good a chance as anyone ever gets.  You heard Steven.  He invited you back any time.
pat
Maybe he was just being nice.
Herb
Only one way to find out.  Get your butt out here.  
pat
Big leap.
herb
Well... I often tell people... If you think you'd like to try this business out.  Stay away.  If it's only something you think you might like to do... You'll never make it... But if it's something you need to do... Then you don't have any choice but to make it... right?  
pat
Yeah...
herb
I saw something in your eyes yesterday.  When you were watching the rough cut of Star Wars.  You've got movies in your blood.  Go see Star Wars again when it's finished.  If it doesn't make you jump in your car and drive... then maybe I'm wrong about you.  But I don't think I am.
pat
Thanks, Herb.
herb
Good luck.
Pat drops into the backseat of the cab, shutting the door.  
As the car pulls away he settles back to stare off at nothing... Loud MUSIC rises-- the cab around Pat slowly evaporates-- leaving him back on the ratty couch in Anne's basement.
UPSTAIRS - The giant living room IS JAMMED
with a couple hundred hot, sweaty, drunken teens, bouncing up and down to the early punk dance beat of HOCUS POCUS by FOCUS.  Bill dances with an exceedingly busty sophomore named DOREEN.   

JEFF does "the robot" to impress ROBIN, who's too busy doing shots with Kathy Brofka and the other lesbians to notice.

Even the GRIDIRON APOSTLES are getting into it.  
PAT stares at the frenzy with rising disgust.  As the song breaks into its famous YODELING section-- All the various cliques in the place, led by the irrepressible Bill, are joined in chorus as they attempt to follow the lead singer up the falsetto ladder to a preposterously high note.  By the time it's over, Pat's had enough.  As Bill looks over at him, laughing, Pat responds with a contemptuous look, turns, and walks out.   
THE BACKYARD 
is relatively empty right now... Pat escapes the crush inside and heads up the slope behind the pool toward the moonlit hillside above.  Reaching the top, he stares out at the enormous moon rising above the farmlands to the East.
bill
Hey!  
Pat looks back.  Bill climbs the hill toward him. 
bill 
What the hell was that look all about? 
Pat turns back to watch the moon... 
pat  
Do you remember the beginning of 2001... The Dawn of Man sequence?
bill  
The part with all the monkeys throwing bones around?  Yeah, I was still awake at that point.  
pat  
They weren't monkeys.  They were Australopithecines.  Early hominids.  The first of our ancestors to get up off all fours... and look up... and wonder what's out there--
bill  
Because they touched that big Stone-hengey thing, right?
PAT
The Monolith-- right.  Exactly.  Here they were, competing for scarce resources on a dusty African plain.  Barely surviving.  Nothing to look forward to but another day in evolutionary hell.  And suddenly they woke up one morning to find the most amazing and different thing the world has ever seen just sitting there in front of them... And most of them freaked out and started jumping around and shrieking-- or scurrying away to hide-- or getting ready to attack-- All except the one called Moonwatcher-- who got up-- and dared to touch the thing that scared him.  To find out if it was a wall-- that he and his tribe were never supposed to get past-- or a door-- that might lead them all to a better existence.
bill
Pat.  There is no monolith.  It's a movie.  2001-- Planet of the Apes-- Star Wars-- whatever-- They're not the answer to everyone's problems-- They're just MOVIES!!  
pat  
They're not just movies.  They're dreams!  Made by people who still have dreams-- for people who still need them!  And there are monoliths... Everywhere... We all have them dropped right in front of us-- every day.  They can be walls-- or they can be doors-- And the only way to find out which one they'll turn out to be-- is to touch them.
bill
And you think you're gonna get to touch your own personal monolith by leaving Gurnee?
pat
I don't know.  But I'm sure as hell not gonna get it by staying in Gurnee!  Hell, I'm not even from Gurnee.  I'm from Wadsworth!  Population 750!  The edge of the edge of nowhere!  
Bill  
Hey, a lot of famous people come from the edge of the edge of nowhere... Ray Bradbury grew up in Waukegan!  And Jack Benny!  And Marlon Brando went to High School right over in Libertyville!  
pat
Yeah!  And where are they now?  Ray Bradbury?  California!  Jack Benny?  California!  Marlon Brando?  
GUY ON DIVING BOARD
--Tahiti!  WHOOO HOOO!!! 
Splash.  Bill WHOO-HOOOS back.  
pat
I've got dreams in my head... that are too big for this place.  If I don't get them out... and show them to the world before I die... No one will ever know who I was!  No one will ever know I was here!
bill
What'll you care?  You'll be dead!  Fuck that shit, man!  Live fast, die young, leave a great-looking corpse!  Go out in a blaze of glory like Mike and what's-her-face!
pat
Julie!  Her name was Julie!  And she and Mike didn't go out in a blaze of glory!  They got hit by a goddamn train!  
bill
So instead of getting a dorky little picture in the year book, they're gonna get the centerfold!  Better than most of us are gonna get.  
pat
We can't just be here to BUY THINGS and GET HIGH and DIE in CAR ACCIDENTS!  
bill
Why not?  Where did you get this idea that  life is supposed to be fair and full of hope and rewards for trying hard...  You think we get to choose how long we're here?  You think we get to choose what we get out of life?  Dream on!
pat
You always used to talk about being a comedian-- or an actor-- And you could be one! I know you could!  But you're too afraid of failing to try!  So you act stupid!  Like you don't care!  You go along with rest of the herd that needs to believe that being intelligent and having hope is for geeks or nerds or dorks-- but inside you know it isn't!-- 
jeff's voice
--Orson Welles.
Pat turns.  Jeff and Donny are standing behind them.
pat
What?
jeff
Orson Welles.  Grew up in Kenosha.  
That's like 10 miles from here--
pat
JESUS!!  It doesn't matter where he grew up!  What matters is that he's not eating cheese fries at "The Brat Stop", okay??  He's not injection molding disposable 12-ounce plastic drinking cups!!!  He's not sitting around some house full of people who don't care about anything but getting stoned so they can forget about the fact that they're gonna spend the rest of their lives wondering what the hell happened to their dreams!  
The backyard falls silent.  
pat      
I mean really!  Fuck this!  Somebody!  Anybody!  Do something new!  Do something interesting! 
Pat looks around at the embarrassed.  The shocked.  The offended.  Searching for anyone who might understand.  

At the edge of the crowd-- ROBIN BRADEN watches... The traces of a smile on her drunken face.
robIN
O-kay!
She looks around at all the expectant faces.  And then...
She does it.  Like a snake swallowing an egg... Robin Braden puts her entire fist inside her mouth.
The crowd goes wild.  Robin takes a bow, her fist still in her mouth.  Pat gapes.  Donny cheers.  Then Anne walks out the back and sees Robin.
anne armstrong
Clearly, we're out of chips.
The crowd busts up.  And Robin convulses with laughter.  This causes her jaw muscles to tighten.  And as the crowd continues to laugh, Robin suddenly realizes she can't get her fist out of her mouth.  As she tries to pull it out, the crowd, thinking she's faking it, just laughs more.  Pat, also not getting it, sighs, and looks over at Bill.
Bill, Jeff, and the others, still smarting from the argument, stare back at Pat uncomfortably.  PAUL, a tall gangly sort,  bounds up.
paul 
Hey guys!  Guess what's playing at the Drive-In?
bill
What?
PAUL
Carrie!
A chorus of spooky "Ooooo"s rises.  Bill looks off toward Pat. They're eyes meet.  Bill looks to Doreen.
bill
You wanna go?
doreen
I don't know... Scary movies get me hot.   
bill
ROAD TRIP!!
The chorus goes up.  "ROAD TRIP!!  Pat watches bitterly as people start scrambling out of the pool.  Guzzling their drinks.  Heading off along the side of the house-- toward the cars on the street-- 

As Pat turns his back to the exodus-- He suddenly remembers--
pat  
My money!  
He spins around to give chase-- and comes face to face with-- ANNE ARMSTRONG.  
anNE ARMSTRONG
Nice going, Pat.
pat  
What?
She nods toward the knot of people gathered around Robin.  All shouting out suggestions as to how to best go about getting her fist out of her mouth.  
ON THE STREET
the road-tripping revelers pile into Mavericks and Capris and Pacers and Gremlins... Engines rev preposterously.  Tires chirp and squeal.  Bill is about pull out, but stops briefly, to look back at the house.  
doreen
Come on!
Bill frowns.  Looks away.  Hits the gas, peeling out just as--
IN THE BACKGROUND
Mrs. Armstrong and Kathy Brofka steer Robin out the front door, her fist still trapped in her mouth.  The front yard full of students cracks up.  

HANGING BACK IN THE DOORWAY-- Pat watches miserably.  Donny at his side.  Anne arrives.  
anne armstrong
Pat.  Maybe you should follow along to the Hospital?  
pat
I'm supposed to go with Bill to see--
anne armstrong
--Since you were the one that put her up to this?
pat
Wha--?  I didn't put-- 
(off her look)
I don't have a car!
donny
I'll drive.  
(dragging Pat away)
Come on.
pat
(to Anne)
Tell Bill to meet us at the Hospital!  Okay?  
Anne smiles thinly and waves "bye-bye".

int. St. Therese Hospital Emergency room
A bloody, screaming, frenetic circus.  Suddenly the automatic doors WHOOSH open and Pat, Donny, and Kathy walk Robin inside, her fist still firmly embedded in her mouth.  People start to laugh.  Nurses.  Doctors.  Even the patients.  Within seconds EVERY SINGLE PERSON IN THE E.R. is howling.  Robin just stands there, glowering at Pat.  
nurse
Okay, kids.  Everything's under control here.  Why don't you wait outside. 
They shuffles off.  Pat looking back at Robin with a weak smile.  Her eyes narrow and she growls.
OUTSIDE THE EMERGENCY ROOM ENTRANCE
Donny and Pat sit on benches to either side of the automatic doors, while Kathy talks on the pay-phone just inside.  Pat eyes the various stains on the concrete walkway.  He checks his watch.  Smacks it.  Puts it to his ear. 
pat
What time is it?
donny
9:03.
Pat's face falls.  He re-sets his watch.  Sits there fidgeting a moment.  Stares off toward downtown Waukegan, visible just a few miles off.  You can hear car horns, loud car radios, screams and laughter.  The sounds of cruising.
pat
Dammit!  I can smell the popcorn!  I can hear the creak of the seats!  I could walk to the theater from here!  But it doesn't matter because BILL'S got my money! 
donny 
You're not very good at asking for help, are you...
pat
I don't need any help.  
Donny
Then why do you want everyone to see this movie so bad?
Pat looks at him.  Looks away.
pat
I don't know... I guess it's like... if everyone sees it... they'll finally understand me... and I won't be the only sci-fi movie geek around any more.  
donny
If every person in town loved this movie, you'd still be alone.  Because to everyone else, movies are something to do when you're tired of real life.  To you, real life is something to do when you're tired of watching movies... 
pat
I'm never tired of watching movies.
donny
My point exactly.  Some people live to work.  Other people work to live.  
pat
Yeah, and I'm gonna do both-- Because, unlike everyone else around here, I'm gonna love what I do for a living.
donny
How do you know?  
pat
I've always known.  I started making movies when I was NINE YEARS OLD.
donny
Why?
pat
Why what?
donny
Why did you start making them when you were nine?  Why that age in particular?
pat
Because-- I don't know-- What the hell kind of question is--
donny
--You started making movies to keep your family together. 
pat
What? 
donny
Like it or not... that's the truth.
pat
You are so full of shit.  Where do you get this crap?
donny
Advanced Placement Psychology.  You were my term paper.  Come on... Your parents start talking divorce-- you start making movies.  Why?
pat
Because I like to!
donny
You did it to get their attention.  So they'd have something else to think about-- like the fact that you had something other than them that made you happy.  You figured if they saw they were losing you-- maybe they'd stop fighting-- 
pat
Sorry, Sigmund--  You're way off here.
donny
So what happens?  Your mom fawns over every frame-- thinks every shot is wonderful-- and you know it's not true-- so you start to distrust her-- she's not leveling with you-- she's just treating you like her little baby that needs protecting... And your dad-- who's drunk half the time anyway-- can only see you as his younger self, who wanted to be an artist till his dad threatened to DISOWN him if he didn't go to medical school, right?  So here you come, with your first little Super-8 Planet of the Apes movie and what does he do--
pat
Okay, Donny--
donny
He shits all over it!  
pat
Okay!  Enough!
donny
"That looks like a model."  "Ever hear of FOCUS?"  "They invented tripods for a reason, you know."  Oh and how about this little gem-- "You don't look like Charlton Heston-- You look like a twelve year old kid with delusions of grandeur!!"  YOU WERE A TWELVE YEAR OLD KID WITH DELUSIONS OF GRANDEUR!! 
pat
Donny!  SHUT UP, OKAY??   JUST SHUT UP!
donny
Fine!  Just as soon as you admit the real reason you want to make movies!
pat
Because they cut through all this fucking high school social caste-system bullshit!  Okay??  
donny
Okay...

pat  
They get past all the stupid goddamn armor everyone wears!  
donny
Go on...
pat  
When you watch a movie-- you sit in a theatre with 500 other people who wouldn't sit next to you at lunch and you laugh at the same jokes and cry at the same painful moments and jump out of your seat at the same scares!  There aren't any cliques in a movie theater!  There aren't any jocks or freaks or brains or geeks... As long as it's dark...and something is up there on the screen that you've never seen before... It's like you're all a family!  No one fights!  No one yells!  No one leaves! 
Pat realizes what he just said and puts his head down on his knees.  
pat 
Shit.
Donny just stares at him.  
Donny
Someday you'll pay hundreds of dollars for what I just did for free.
The doors behind them open-- The E.R. Nurse emerges.  Wiping tears of laughter from her eyes.
Nurse
Okay.  Your friend will be out in a minute.  Heheheheh.  
pat
You got her hand out?
nurse
HAHAHAHAHA-- Oh yeah.  No problem there.  Doctor gave her a little muscle relaxant.  
Aheh-heh-excuse me... sorry... But uhm... You might want to take her straight home.
pat
Why?
The doors open again, allowing HOWLS of LAUGHTER to escape from inside-- The kids turn in time to see ROBIN walking out.  Her lower jaw is hanging all the way down to her clavicle.  Another Nurse walks along with her, trying not to crack up, but failing miserably as she offers Robin a clean towel.  
nurse 2
Here... You can use this for the drool.  BAHAHAHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAH!
As Robin passes Pat her eyes are like twin flame-throwers.  
robin
OO UCKING AHO!
pat
What?
She stops, whirls, and swiftly writes it down on the Abbott Labs notepad and pen she's been given.  Holds it up for him to read. 
pat 
(reading)
Oh.
She leaves him standing there.  
pat 
Okay... Let me make it up to you... Whaddya say we all go see Star Wars?
The doors on Kathy's Gremlin SLAM shut.
Pat   
My treat?
The car's tires spit gravel at him as it tears off. 
pat 
IT'S DARK IN THE THEATRE!
He's left in the dust.  Just stands there a moment.  Donny walks up.
donny
Pat.  Lemme give you a ride down there. 
pat
No.
donny
You wanna borrow 10 dollars?  It's not a big--
pat
No!  I mean... thanks, Donny... Really... But I gotta do this myself.
donny
Where are you gonna get the money?
He turns and looks at the Donny's dad's "ALLEN ELECTRICAL SERVICE" van.  Starts toward it.
pat
I always keep an emergency 20 in the glove compartment of my car.
Pat opens the van's back door.  Climbs into the dark interior. We hear him rifling through junk in the dark.
donny
Uh.  But your car's locked up at Vesuvio's!
Pat jumps out of the back of the van.  Clutching a huge pair of bolt cutters.
pat
Not for long. 
(indicates the bolt cutters)
You mind?
donny
Help yourself.
Pat starts off into the night.
donny 
Hey Pat?
pat
(stops, looking back)
Yeah?
donny
I was just thinking.  What does it matter if you're the only sci-fi geek in town... if you're planning on leaving?
Pat considers this a moment.  Then drifts off into the night.

VESUVIO'S body shop AND JUNK YARD - night
Pat stands staring at his Ford Pinto, held hostage behind the impassable chain-link gate.  The giant bolt-cutters held at his side.  He steals quietly toward the gate's padlock, keeping his eyes on the DEEP BLACK RECTANGLE that is the entrance to the guard dog's shag-carpeted house.  
REACHING THE PADLOCK-- Pat hefts the bolt-cutters up. Maneuvers them ever so slowly toward the lock's shackle.  
DOG
BAARRAOWARARARAWOAORAAHAOOOF!!!
Pat jerks back-- dropping the bolt cutters-- on his foot--
pat
AAAA!! Shit! SHIT SHIT SHIT SHIT SHIT!
The dog BARKS AND SNAPS.  GNAWS at the fence.  
pat 
Oh shut up!  
The dog stops for a moment.  Stunned.  Then GOES EVEN CRAZIER.  Pat lifts the bolt cutters again... 
pat 
I'm not leaving without my car.  You wanna try and stop me you go right ahead... But if these can cut through hardened steel... imagine what they can do to your breeding career.
KA-CHUNK!  Pat cuts through the lock.  The dog goes TOTALLY NUTS now-- But Pat just gets ANGRIER.  He KICKS open the gate-- The DOG has to leap back a few feet to avoid its swing.  His ears go way back now... His TEETH BARED in a NASTY GROWL.
pat  
What the hell is your problem??  Huh?  You've got food-- You've got water-- You've got avocado green shag carpet in your doghouse!  What the hell are you so pissed off about?  
The dog charges-- Pat curls up for the hit-- Which never comes... He uncurls and looks-- sees the dog joining up with another dog... a FEMALE dog... and racing off into the night. 
Pat watches them go... Understanding completely.

LINDA'S TELEPHONE RINGS
Linda appears.  In a bathrobe.  Stares at the phone.  Offstage movement draws her gaze toward the next room.
THE PINTO IS PARKED NEAR an outdoor phone booth
INSIDE THE BOOTH-- Pat cradles the phone, losing hope fast... Suddenly-- CLICK.
linda's voice
I told you not to call...
pat
I know... I'm sorry... it's just... 
I realized something tonight... All this Star Wars mania I've been trying to start... I thought I wanted to get everyone to go see it so they'd understand me... 
Silence from the phone.
pat 
But I think what I really wanted... was to somehow change this place enough... that I wouldn't have to leave it.  Because... 
I don't really want to go... I just want to belong... 
ON HER END OF THE CONVERSATION
Linda sits in shadow now...  Silent.  Enigmatic.  Footsteps approach and Linda hides the phone as-- Her tiny Japanese mom peeks into the room.
linda's mom
Okay.  Linda-chan!  I go to work now--  
linda
Okay!  Drive carefully, Mom!
As her mom heads off,  Linda brings the phone up again.
linda 
Rat...
pat
Yeah?
linda
I want you to come over.
pat
You do?
linda
Yeah.
pat
When?
linda
Soon.
pat
Soon?  You mean... soon soon?
linda
I mean now.
IN THE PHONE BOOTH
Pat realizes what she's offering. 

VROOOM!  PAT'S PINTO BLAZES UP A COUNTRY ROAD
Chasing the rising moon.
INSiDE THE PINTO
Pat leans forward to make the car go faster.  
pat
It's happening... It's really happening... Bill!  Wherever you are... I forgive you!
The waUKEGAN DRIVE-IN THEATER
is packed.  Patrons weave through cars toward the SNACK BAR at the center of the parking lot.  Beckoned by a classic 50's intermission trailer.
TRAILER singers
Let's go out to the Lobby!  Let's go out to the Lobby... Let's go out to the Lobbeeee--  And get some-thing to eat!
Inside bill'S MUSTANG
Doreen is all over Bill.  He's enjoying it... But he suddenly surfaces for air.
bill
Are you hungry?
doreen
You can't tell?
bill
No... I mean... for food... 
He opens his door.  Backing out.
bill 
You want anything?
doreen
Yeah.  I want you to get back in here and quit worrying about Pat Johnson. 
Busted.
doreen 
He's leaving.  
She flips up her T-shirt.  
doreen 
These aren't.
Like all men since the beginning of time, Bill falls for it.

int. linda's house - living room - night
As candles flicker all around, Pat and Linda, both naked, sit across from each other on a sleeping bag.  Touching each other's faces... Staring into each other's eyes... They slowly stop moving.  You can hear their hearts pounding.
Pat
Are you ready?
Linda nods.  
pat 
Okay...
He starts tentatively for her.   Halts.   She draws him closer.  Leaning back... He holds her... lowering her... Looking into her eyes the whole time.  She grabs his face.  Pulls him into a deep kiss.  His hands trace lines down her body... Disappear OUT OF FRAME.   Their kissing intensifies... Suddenly--
linda
Wait.
She leaps up.  Throwing Pat off.   He watches, dumbfounded as she rushes over to the TV.  Switches it on.  A CUB'S GAME is in progress.  Announcer JACK BRICKHOUSE doing play-by-play...
pat
You wanna watch the Cubs?   
linda
(returning to her spot)
I want the neighbors to think we're watching the Cubs.  Plus... it'll mask any... noise... we might make.
Pat grins.  Starts to re-position himself for the big event.  Linda swallows nervously.  Pat looks her in the eyes. 
pat
Okay... Here goes...
Linda's eyes suddenly widen.
linda
Here goes what?
pat
You know... this... us... me... inside you...?
linda
Uh.   Don't you think you should put a rubber on first?
Pat freezes.  Eyes wide.
pat  
No.
linda  
No?
pat 
I mean.  I won't-- you know...  
I'll pull out!
She looks at him. 
linda
What if you can't?
pat
I will!  I swear I will!
linda
How do you know?  How can you be sure?  Why don't you want to use a rubber?
Pat looks like his head and other things are about to explode.
pat
Because... I didn't bring a rubber.
CUE: THE FIRST DRAMATIC NOTES of BEETHOVEN'S 5TH.  And the sudden back-up of ELECTRIC GUITAR as E.L.O.'s version of "ROLL OVER BEETHOVEN" kicks into gear and WE-- CUT TO--
A MUSIC DRIVEN SEQUENCE OF SHOTS--
PAT-- bursting out Linda's front door-- Scrambling down the road-- Yanking his car keys out--  Frantically clawing his way into the Pinto.  Starting it up-- The Tachometer revving-- The handbrake released-- HIS EYES SUDDENLY WIDENING-- He flails for the glove box door-- Rips it open-- Starts rifling through it-- panic growing-- Starts SWEARING and pounding the dash-- QUICK CUTS-- UNDER THE SEAT-- Pat's cheek hits the floor-- Eyes desperately searching-- hand raking the gritty darkness in the foreground-- Coming up with 3 ancient French fries, a Doritos bag, and-- miracle of miracles-- 2 pennies and a nickel!  He digs further-- pulling up floor mats-- shoving his hands into fissures betwixt the back-seats-- Grimacing as his digits spelunk every munge-filled crevice in the car-- At last-- HIS OPEN HAND cradles $2.37 in sticky, grime-encrusted change.   HIS FOOT mashes the GAS PEDAL-- The WHEELS SMOKE-- The car flies off down the road--
SCREECHES UP TO GUNGLER'S PHARMACY-- CLOSED!
JAY'S BULK FOODS MARKET - CLOSED!
BUD'S SHELL STATION - OPEN!
But, shit!  BUD's working the counter!  Pat bangs his head against the steering wheel.  Screeches off.
THE PINTO careenS across THE COUNTRYside 
Skidding sideways around corners-- Screeching to dusty stops outside every gas station, bar, and convenience store from here to North Chicago.  Pat clamoring into each-- a variation of the same sign greeting him at every turn- "YOU MUST BE 18 TO BUY CONDOMS".  
THE PINTO FLIES over the railroad crossing
in "downtown" Wadsworth.  All four wheels leaving the ground.
Linda sits on HER couch-- 

Tapping her nails to the beat on the wooden armrest. 
POOR RICHARD'S PUB - DOWNTOWN GURNEE-- As Pat gets his ass booted out the front door. 
LINDA SITS ON THE COUCH reading a magazine.

PAT ON HIS KNEES before a 7-11 clerk.  Begging.   
A FRIDGE DOOR OPENING-- Linda looking inside.
 
THE PINTO LOCKS UP ITS BRAKES, tires smoking as it skids to a stop for a red light. 
PAT GRIPS THE WHEEL in agony-- Suddenly sees something horrifying out his side window-- 
AN ENTIRE ROW OF CARS AT THE WAUKEGAN DRIVE-IN THEATRE bouncing up and down to the music in rhythmic unison.
LINDA IN HER KITCHEN - making Jiffy Pop.

THE HUGE MOON RISES-- the PINTO FLYING OVER A HILL and THROUGH THE AIR in silhouette before it.   

LINDA TOSSES POPCORN IN THE AIR - catching it with her mouth.
ExT. bertrand's bowling lanes
Kids hang outside the entrance.  A banner over the doors 
reads:  UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT!  GRAND RE-OPENING!  
$1.00 PITCHERS!  The orange Pinto ENTERS FRAME-- locks up its brakes-- skids right on OUT THE OPPOSITE SIDE OF FRAME.  
We hear the grinding of gears.  The WHINE of REVERSE as the car shudders back INTO FRAME.  Patrick leaps out and races--
inside the bowling alley
Packed with tournament bowlers and their tough teenage kids. All trolling for girls and drinks around the bar.  Pat races through the alien landscape-- His eyes focused on THE LIGHTED MEN'S ROOM SIGN in the distance.
inside the men's room
Pat bangs through the door-- Slipping and sliding on the wet floor, past pissing bowlers, to a horrified stop before-- 
AN UNPAINTED SPOT ON THE WALL-- in the tall rectangular shape of a missing condom dispenser.  Pat gapes at it.
pat
Where is it?  
long-haired bowler
Where's what?
pat
The condom machine!
The pissing bowlers snicker and sputter.
pat 
It was right here!  It's been here for years!  I've been waiting my whole life to turn that knob!  To even touch it!  And now, when I finally NEED to turn the knob-- the whole goddamn MACHINE is gone???
burly bowler
Heheheheh.  New owner's Catholic. 
emphysemic bowler
Looks like it's another hand-job for you tonight, pal!  Heheheheheh-- ehack-ack-ack-ack!
The bowlers leave.  Pat stands alone.  Staring at oblivion.  Then A TOILET FLUSHES.  A stall door swings open.  And out steps a very drunk DOUG OSTERLAND.  Without even glancing at Pat, he moves to the sink.  Starts washing his hands.  Pat is unable to move.  Unable to breathe.  He stares at the floor.  Utterly embarrassed.  
IN THE MIRROR-- Doug continues to look down at his hands.   
Then... a tiny smirk starts to crack his mask of pain.
PAT remains motionless.  Still staring at the floor.  
IN THE MIRROR-- Doug, trying not to laugh, sputters.
NOW PAT starts to smile.  Face tightening with suppressed laughter. 
And suddenly-- They both look up-- See each other in the mirror-- And crack up--   
doug
(imitating Pat)
"I've been waiting my whole life to touch the knob!!"
Now they double over, in hysterics.  Doug slaps the sink-- Pat grabs on to the cloth loop of the rolling towel for support-- Nearly falls as it releases downward,  his feet slipping and sliding-- Which only furthers the boys' laughing fit.  Finally, the laughter begins to fade... And despite a few last fits and starts... the two are finally left in an awkward silence.  Both staring at the floor.  
pat
I'm sorry about Mike.  I'd never have made a joke about him this morning if--
Doug waves a silencing hand--
doug
It's okay.  Mike woulda loved it.  
He thought you were funny. 
Doug's eyes well up again.  He looks down.
pat  
Are you by yourself?
Doug nods.  Unable to look up...
doug 
Yeah.  Had to get away from all that "grief".  My mom works the lounge here.  
I get my drinks for free.  
(his voice catches)
You'd think she'd say no... 
He tries to hide the wiping of his eyes.  Pat doesn't know what to do... finally...
pat
Look... uhm... I don't know if it's your kinda thing, but... if you're looking for something to, you know... take your mind off... everything... 
doug  
You offering to take me to Star Wars? 
Pat swallows.  
pat  
It's all I've got.
Doug just stares at the floor.  Maybe this was a mistake.
doug
Isn't Alec Guinness in that? 
pat
Yeah.  That's right.  
doug
Man.  Was he great in Lawrence of Arabia or what?
Pat stares at Doug.  Who'da thunk it? Something approximating gratitude sparkles in Doug's eyes...
doug  
Not tonight.  Besides-- Don't you have something better to do?
Pat nods.  Starts to ebb from the scene.
doug 
Hey.
He takes out his wallet.  Digs a foil packet out.  Tosses it to Pat.  
Pat
Thanks, Doug. 
Doug smirks.
doug
Don't even think about touching my knob.
They both BUST UP LAUGHING--

THE WAUKEGAN DRIVE-IN THEATER
Heat lightning flits orange and silent through gathering clouds above.  Bill and Doreen lie on the hood of the Mustang-- backs against the windshield.  Staring up at the flickering image from-- 

THE SCREEN-- Where Carrie is wreaking her final havoc.  The sound of a distant CAR RADIO racing by makes look around in time to see--
PAT'S PINTO-- speeding over the highway bridge behind the drive-in. 
bill
Oh... shit.
BILL checks his watch.  Stares off after the Pinto's receding tail lights.  Makes a decision.
int. JEFF's car
Jeff and Paul watch, riveted, as ON THE SCREEN BEFORE THEM--  Carrie's "friend" is about to place flowers on her grave.  SUDDENLY-- WHOOSH-- A HAND SHOOTS INSIDE THE CAR!  Donny and Jeff SCREAM-- spilling drinks and popcorn-- as BILL starts their engine.
JEFF
What the HELL ARE YOU DOING??
bill
I just talked to Keith Hauser!  He says Star Wars is the most amazing thing he's ever seen!  
JEFF
So?
bill
So, there's a midnight show!  Let's go!  My treat!
He tosses a ten dollar bill at them.
inside a BOUNCING VAN with FOGGED UP WINDOWS
The back door opens-- 
bill
Neil!  Brenda!  Get dressed!  
AND ANOTHER CAR--
bill
Star Wars-- Midnight show! 
And anoTHER--
bill
My treat!
And another-- 
Bill tosses a 10 inside--
bill
My treat!
voice
Who the hell are you?
Bill's eyes widen.
bill
Whoa... Wrong car--  Scuse me-- 
He reaches past camera-- We hear a girl YELP-- Bill's hand shoots back with the 10 dollar bill.
bill 
Sorry-- That was a cheap move wasn't it?  See ya!
He bolts.
voice
Get back here, you--

linda's house - living room - night
Linda lies in naked silhouette before the CUBS GAME on the TV... Pat enters frame from above, staring down at her...  They both look TERRIFIED.  
jack brickhouse's voice
...It's turned out to be quite a night for this young man...
pat
Hi.
linda
Hi.
pat
You okay?
linda
Uh huh...
pat
Okay...
linda
Okay...
jack brickhouse's voice
...Kingman steps up to the plate... 
Pat looks deep into Linda's eyes...
jack BRICKHOUSE's voice 
-- here comes the pitch-- 
Pat moves--
jack BRICKHOUSE's voice 
--and--
Linda winces slightly.
pat
Sorry.
jack brickhouse's voice
--Ball one.
linda
You're-- uh--
jack brickhouse's voice
--Low and to the outside. 
Pat and Linda sputter at that.
jack brickhouse's voice 
Kingman, keeping his eye on the prize... steps back up to the plate.  Here's the pitch--  
Pat starts to move again-- his eyes widen.  Then squint--
jack brickhouse's voice 
Ball two!  
Linda laughs out loud.  Pat looks horrified.  
pat
Sorry. 
Linda kisses him.  Looks into his eyes with that perfect adoration only first lovers can feel.
pat 
I love you.
linda
I love you t-HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!
Better choke up on the bat. 
pat
You got it, coach.
jack brickhouse
Here's the pitch...
Pat lunges-- Linda's eyes widen-- as-- CRACK!!  Kingman connects-- 
jack brickhouse's voice
And he DRIVES IT RIGHT UP THE MIDDLE--
linda and pat
BAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAAHAH!!!
Suddenly the POWER goes out.  And they struggle to suppress their laughter.  As they lie there, illuminated by only the candles and the occasional pulse of far-off lightning outside... Their laughter tapers off as they stare into each other's eyes... and realize...
linda
You're inside me...
pat
I know...
linda
How does it feel?
pat
Like... I belong here. 
linda
Then stay.
They kiss.  And move together.  And E.L.O.'s SUMMER AND LIGHTNING plays-- And all the desperate young, kaleidoscopic, lightning-flashed, rainy-window-patterned love Pat envisioned Linda giving to Tony-- she gives to him instead.   
ON THE STREET OUTSIDE LINDA'S HOUSE
TONY VESUVIO'S TRANS-AM is parked on the shoulder.  Tony sits inside, smoking a joint, staring bitterly at the blue TV glow on the curtains across the street.  His eyes flick up to his rear-view mirror-- PAT'S PINTO is parked right behind him.
DOWNTOWN WAUKEGAN - GENESEE STREET - The Genesee Theater
A big, old-fashioned movie house from the golden age.  
All neon and Deco architecture.  Surrounded by a mob scene. 
in the TINY ticket booth
a frazzled teen TICKET GIRL deals with the throng pressed against the glass, while behind her, THE THEATER OWNER stares in wide-eyed wonder, babbling...
theater owner
The lobby cards are gone!  They've stolen all our posters-- Picked the locks and just ripped 'em right out of the cases!  I was worried they'd try to take the print so I put Eddie on guard outside the projection booth--
IN THE EMPTY UPSTAIRS HALLWAY OUTSIDE THE PROJECTION BOOTH
98-pound, bespectacled usher, EDDIE, wields a broom like a light saber--  Doing a decent, if squeaky, Alec Guinness impersonation--
eddie
If you strike me down... I shall become more powerful than you can possibly imagine!
back in the tiCKET BOOTH
theater owner
Anyway-- 
He looks offstage and we realize he's been talking to someone standing just out of frame.
theater owner 
...Thanks for coming in on your day off.
Reveal-- TODD, the assistant manager.  Nodding with a bitter grunt as he cinches up his ugly tie before the small mirror on the wall.  
OUT ON the sidewalk
A RUMBLING sound not unlike like Patton's tank corps rolling into Paris starts to rise and everyone looks up Grand Avenue in time to see a BLACK MUSTANG crest the hill above Genesee Street, leading a pack of 50 other cars this way!
BACK AT THE Genesee Theater  
Bill, Donny, Jeff, and 56 other people march up to the boxoffice.  From the other direction--  TODD and the Ticket Girl stare at them, slack-jawed.  Bill does a quick head count.
bill
How many seats you got left?
todd
34.
bill
I guess some of us will just have to stand.
todd
Stand?
bill
Or double up.  Whatever.  We'll figure it out.  Gimme 60 tickets.
todd
I can't do that.  
bill
Now you listen to me.  I am your student body president, duly elected by the majority of the people our age in this town.  You sell me those 60 tickets right now... Or I'll make sure the remainder of your High School life is a LIVING HELL!!!
The crowd stare at Todd.  Todd blinks.
todd
I suppose I could open the balcony... 
A huge CHEER goes up.
BUD's shelL STATION
The phone rings.  Bud grabs it.
bud holmes
Bud's Shell and Deli.  Yeah.  2335 Winnebago?  Yeah, okay.  
Bud hangs up.   Calls to one of his attendants--
bud
Scott!!  Got a tow for ya!

INT. LINDA'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM
Pat and Linda lie entwined on the sleeping bag... It's utter bliss.  Except for the TICKING of the cuckoo clock on the wall.  Pat's eyes drift toward it.  10:49 PM...  Gulp.
Pat
So... What time is your dad getting home from work tonight?
linda
Same as usual.  We've still got a couple hours.
pat
Good.   That's good.
She looks at him.  Sees his anxiety.  
linda
So... Did you get to see it at least?  Your movie?
pat
Naah... Too many things came up.   
I'll see it next weekend... If it's still playing.
She knows him too well... And for some reason, she is suddenly very sad...  Her eyes glisten.  She turns her head so he won't see... And we watch her struggle with something... Pat feels the tension in her body.   
pat 
Are you sorry we did this?
linda
No.  
pat
Are you-- Did you want...  I don't know--  to be... married before your first time?
She wipes away a tear.  Holding herself tight.  Staring out the window.
pat 
What... tell me... what's--
linda
Shut up, okay?  Just shut up...  
pat
Please-- tell me what's wrong.  What did I do?
linda
You didn't do anything!  
pat
Then tell me what's wrong!
linda
This wasn't the first time!  Okay?
Why use a shotgun when words are so much quieter.
pat
Oh.  Well... That's okay--
linda
Don't-- 
pat
--No really... It is--
linda
--No it's not--
pat
--I don't care!
linda
I care!
pat
Why?  I mean, really... What does it matter what happened before we met?
linda
It matters... 
She can't look at him.  This is sooooo hard...
pat
What...
linda
It matters because the first time... was while you were in California.
Pat sits there.  Silent for perhaps the longest time in his life... Suddenly the power comes back on-- He gets up-- Starts gathering up his clothes.  Linda's face screws up in anguish.
linda 
I didn't know if you were coming back!  You were so excited about going-- and meeting all your movie heroes-- maybe getting a job out there-- I didn't know if you'd come back just for me!  
pat
You're the only reason I came back.  
You said you loved me.
linda
I do love you!  
pat
(voice cracking)
You have a funny way of showing it.  
linda
This wasn't your first time, either--
pat
Yes it was!  
linda
No it wasn't!  Your first time was the day you saw the coming attractions for STAR WARS! 
He stops, spins around.  
pat
WHAT??
linda
When it was over-- I looked over at you-- And you had tears in your eyes.  Tears!
pat
SO??? 
linda
So how could I ever hope to get a reaction like that?? 
THAT renders Pat speechless.  But perhaps it hit a nerve...
pat
What is so great about this guy... Huh?   Tell me!  What the hell is so great about him?  What is it-- His car?  His gold chains?  His feeble little mustache?  
linda
His zip code.
Pat blinks at this.
linda 
He's here!  And he's not going anywhere!  He'll probably work at Wieboldt's for the rest of his life!  And that's okay with me!  In fact... it's what I want.
pat
No it isn't!  You're just afraid of this move!  I know!  I'm afraid too!  
linda
No you're not, Rat.  That's just it... That's why you're going to make it.  You're not afraid... You just think people will hate you for being brave enough to get out of here.  And maybe you're right... maybe a lot of them will.  Maybe I do already.  But you can't let that stop you.  
pat
I'm not going.
linda
Yes you are.  And you're gonna make movies.  And I'm gonna bring my future husband and my 2.3 kids to see every single one... And even though I'll never tell them... I'll know I'm a part of you-- and everything you do... forever... You'll never forget me, Patrick Read Johnson.
Pat just stands there, with tears flooding his eyes.  Incapable of speech.   
Suddenly-- KA-CHUNK-- The sound of the back door opening!  
linda 
Ohmygod.
HEAVY FOOTSTEPS clomping up the mudroom stairs.  Linda shoves Pat down the hall-- They tumble round the corner into to her room an instant before ED AUGUSTYNIAK appears at the far end, dropping his lunch pail on the kitchen table, and slumping into a chair.  Linda's yappy little dog Misty runs around his feet, making dashes up the hall and back-- barking like Lassie on speed.
ed augustyniak
Misty!  Knock it off, goddammit!!  Jesus Christ!  LINDA??  ARE YOU AWAKE??
in her room
Pat and Linda struggle to open her window... 
linda
Yeah!  I'm awake!  Just-- 
It's stuck!!  
linda 
Just give me a second-- 
Suddenly-- ED'S FOOTSTEPS CLOMPING UP THE HALL! Linda abruptly shoves Pat into her closet and slides it shut just as K-THUNK-- Her door opens-- Her dad filling the frame.  
ed augustyniak
I don't know what's the matter with her--  She's goin' nuts about somethin!
Right now, she's going nuts about the CLOSET DOOR.  Barking and scratching at it.
linda
Hush, Misty-- Hush!
in the closet
pat
(hisses)
Die, Misty-- Die!
OUTSIDE THE CLOSET
Misty goes even crazier.
ed augustyniak
I wonder if there's a rat in there-- Lemme take a loo--
linda
--No! 
(attempts to boot Misty away with her foot)
--It's not a rat... It's this big... stuffed animal she hates.  
ed augustyniak
Well, get rid of it.
linda
I was just about to throw it out when you came home!
INSIDE THE CLOSET
Pat smarts at that one...
ed augustyniak's voice
Okay... Good night, sweetheart.  
linda
Niiight!
We hear her door close.  An instant later-- Linda's arm reaches in and yanks Pat out of the closet.
IN THE HALLWAY
Misty turns and races back BARKING AND SCRATCHING again!
inside linda's room
Pat and Linda struggle with the window.   Pat notices the window's latch is closed-- quickly turns it-- Suddenly HEAVY FOOTSTEPS HEADED THIS WAY!   
In the hallWAY
Ed is halfway to Linda's door--
ed augustyniak
Linda!  Will ya please do something about this damn yapping mutt?
inside linda's room
Pat's halfway out the window-- But turns, his eyes pleading--
linda
GO!
pat
Wait-- We can't just end!  I love y--
She shoves him out the window-- THUD.  He leaps back up and WHAP!  His clothes hit him in the face-- knocking him down again-- just as-- KA-CHUNK-- Linda's bedroom door opens-- Her dad standing HUGE in the frame.
ed augustyniak
What the hell does this dog want?  
linda
Who knows!  Maybe there's a full moon out!
PAT's BARE ASS 
bolts down Winnebago Drive.  Suddenly he spots BUD'S TOW TRUCK down the block-- pulling his car away! 
pat
HEY!  WAIT!  THAT'S MY CAR!  COME BACK HERE!!  HEEEEEY!
All along the street-- Curtains part-- Porch lights come on-- Doors open-- FROM ONE OF THESE EMERGES-- JENNY BODZIAK and several GEEKY FRIENDS, ALL Dressed in Star Trek uniformS.  Their jaws drop.  Pat YELLS at Jenny as he streaks past--  
pat 
Beam me up, Scotty!
She flips him off--  But others on the street are now whistling and cheering-- And Pat is just starting to laugh at the absurdity, when-- Suddenly-- HEADLIGHTS-- SCREECHING BRAKES-- Pat SCREAMS-- Clothes flying as he skids to a stop, bathed in high beams--  He pounds the vehicle's hood.
pat 
Hey!  WATCH WHERE THE HELL YOU'RE GOING!! 
The car's roof fires up with SPINNING RED AND BLUE LIGHTS.  Now, Jenny LAUGHS.

the Genesee Theater
Bill waits outside as latecomers hurry into the theater.  Todd holds the door open for them.
Todd
Show's starting, Mr. President. 
Bill searches a moment longer, then sighs.  Starts inside.
bill
Hey.  Save this ticket for my friend, Pat, okay?  He should be here any minute.
todd
Pat who?
bill
Johnson.  Pat Johnson.
Todd's blood turns to ice.  But he manages a pleasant smile. 
todd 
No problem.  
Bill takes one last look outside and heads for the auditorium.
EXT./INT. POLICE CAR - MOVING - NIGHT
Pat stares catatonically out the window.  OFFICER MOSE sizes him up.  Shakes his head.
Officer MOSE
Man, you kids these days... All you think about is sex.  When I was your age, we tried to do something with our lives... We tried to educate ourselves... tried to think about life beyond the confines of our little town.  We read books-- We went to movies-- Hell, if you weren't so busy trying to get stoned, drunk, and laid-- you might've noticed there's a wonderful new film called STAR WARS playing at theaters everywhere.  I made an effort to do something constructive today and saw the first show.  And because I took an interest in something cultural-- something intelligent-- I was treated to a film that's like nothing I've ever seen before!  It's like some futuristic take on the great hero myths you're supposed to learn about in high school.  But I suppose you were too busy smoking pot behind the R.O.T.C. jet to bother expanding the horizon of your experience, am I right?  Too busy taking money from saps at Great America for a living so you can buy more drugs and rubbers to dull the pain of your pointless existence, right?  If you'd spent your money on a ticket to Star Wars instead of a ticket to Linda Augustyniak-- instead of staring out the window of my squad car-- you could've been staring in awe-struck wonder at the adventures of Luke Skywalker! 
EVERY JAW INSIDE the Genesee Theater
is hanging open.  Especially Robin's.  Jeff politely wipes drool from her chin.  She HITS him.
Back in the police car
officer MOSE
It's time to straighten up and fly right, kid.  Make some plans for your future.  You graduate in just a few days-- 
He turns the wheel-- guiding the car into--
BUd's shELL STATION
The police car runs over the bell-hose.  DING-DING.
INSIDE the police car
Pat scrunches down, trying to hide, as Bud saunters out of the station.
officer MOSE
HEY, BUD!
(to Pat)
I'm gonna hit the John.  You stay put, okay?
Pat's thumb comes up from where he's hiding, BELOW FRAME.  
OFFICER MOSE exits the vehicle-- Hands Bud a five-- The two men exchange a few words Pat can't hear, laugh, then part as the cop heads off to the Men's room.  Pat stays low as Bud heads for the pump, passing by the passenger window--
bud
Hey, Pat!
Pat sits up.  What the-- ?  
bud 
Got caught with your pants down, eh?  Heheheheheh... 
Bud shoves the gas nozzle into the police car.  Starts pumping.  Pat just sits there, shell-shocked.
pat
All I wanna do is see Star Wars.  Is that too much to ask?  How the hell am I supposed to get to California if I can't even get to Star Wars?  What the hell do I have to do to see Star Wars???
bud
Go to the Genesee Theater?
Pat turns his head slowly to glare at Bud.
Pat
I would've gone there HOURS ago if your freak-ass, pot-head, wastoid, druggie son hadn't taken off with my money so he could feed his insatiable habit!!
bud
Aah, Billy's no druggie.  
Pat stares slack-jawed at this.
bud 
He was here about an hour ago.  We had a little talk and he looked me in the eye--  Looked me in the eye the whole time, mind you-- and told me, once and for all... he's no druggie.  
pat
He was TOTALLY WASTED!!  
KA-THUNK-- The Men's Room door opens-- Officer Mose heading back this way.
bud
Yeah, he did look a bit tired.  But that's what you guys get for running around all night, chasin' skirts.
He chucks the nozzle back into the pump.
bud 
Anyway-- I cashed yer check for him and he headed off with a whole bunch of other kids to the Genesee Theater for the midnight show.
pat
Wh--w--WHAT???
OFFICEr mOSE
Ah, don't waste your breath, Bud.  Kids these days don't care about movies.  This Star Wars thing'll be lucky to make its money back.
QUICK CUT-- INSIDE THE Genesee Theater boxoffice 
The Theater Owner and the Ticket Girl stare in shock at the tape CHATTERING out of their adding machine.
theater owner
I think every damn person in Lake County is gonna see this movie tonight.
Todd ENTERS FRAME FOREGROUND... Staring outside.  Watching. Waiting.  Grinning.
todd
Not quite.
the police car drives up AN OLD COUNTRY ROAD 
INSIDE-- Pat rides in lobotomized silence.  Officer Mose turns the car into Pat's driveway and skids to a sudden stop.  Flashing red and blue light bathes the vehicle from--
THE JOHNSON FAMILY PROPERTY
Filled with FIRE TRUCKS and POLICE CARS.  Cops, Volunteer Firemen, and neighbors, all with flashlights, tromp around the wooded property-- Men in rowboats drag grappling hooks in the pond.  Scuba divers surface, shaking their heads.
Pat leaps from the police car and races down the driveway.  His mind racing as bystanders break eye contact with him to look at the ground.  Frantic now, Pat spots Janet, surrounded by supporters-- He runs over to her--
pat
What's going on?  What happened??
janet 
We can't find Jay.  He's been missing since this afternoon.
Pat freezes.  Eyes bulging.  He turns to look over his shoulder at-- THE GARAGE.  
INSIDE THE GARAGE--
The electric door rises.  REVEALING PAT, backlit by several hundred would-be rescuers holding flashlights.  Pat's eyes and the flashlight beams rise, in unison, to focus on--
SPACE-SUITED jay - STILL SUSPENDED FROM THE CEILING 
Rotating slowly.  Snoring.  
Pat grimaces as the flashlights shift as one... to HIM.
 
JAY LIES ASLEEP IN HIS BED
Pat sits by him.  Guilt-ridden.  Janet appears behind him.
janet 
He kept asking if you got the shot.
He wanted to know if he'd done it right.
He didn't want to waste film.
pat
I feel bad enough, okay?
He gets up from the bed.  And exits into the hall--
janet  
Well, this isn't just about you.  It's about him as well... He really needs a man around right now.  
pat
And that's my fault?
IN THE HALL BEHIND THEM-- JODY and ERIC peek out their bedroom doors. 
janet 
No... it's not.  But it doesn't change the fact that with your father gone... you're the one they all look up to... They count on you to be there...
pat   
Yeah, well maybe they shouldn't, okay?  Maybe I'm not ready to be counted on...
Entering his room, Pat stands there, staring at the used airline ticket on top of his dresser.  Looks up at photos covering "The wall of Linda".  Tries with all his might to hold back tears.  
pat  
Mom... There's something I need to tell you... 
janet 
I know.
pat  
No... you don't.
janet 
Yes.  I do.  Linda's mother called me from the factory.  Apparently her father found your socks in the living room right after you jumped out her window.  
Pat closes his eyes.  Lets his head drop to the dresser.  
janet 
I hope you were careful.  
pat  
I was. 
janet 
Good.  I mean... You know I like Linda... And I know you two talk about a future together.  And I'm all for it if it makes you happy... But you're far too young to be a father.
He looks at her.  She realizes what she just said.  
pat  
That's not what I wanted to tell you about...
He can't see it... But she knows that...
janet 
I'm not sure I can handle any more surprises tonight.  You know?
pat  
Yeah... I know... Forget it.
janet 
I didn't say I couldn't handle any more surprises, ever... Just... not tonight... You can surprise me tomorrow.  Okay?
pat  
Yeah... 
She hesitates a moment, conflicted... then turns and leaves him alone.   As she passes between Jody and Eric's bedroom doors-- their peeking eyes watch her go, then move to catch Pat slowly closing his door.  Finally look at each other.
int. pat's room - night
THE STAR WARS SOUNDTRACK ALBUM rests in Pat's hands.  He stares at it sadly.  Finally pulls the L.P. itself from the sleeve.  Moving to--

HIS TURNTABLE.  His hands place the album on the platter.  He flicks the motor on.  Lifts the tone-arm into place above the spinning disc.  The needle hovers there.  Just an inch from contact with the vinyl.  It hovers a long, long moment... 

PAT'S EYES-- fill with tears.  He puts the tone-arm back on it's cradle.  Leaves the album spinning silently.  

HE FALLS ONTO HIS BED.  Defeated.  Exhausted.  Listens to the crickets as he stares bitterly at the spaceships hanging from his ceiling.  His sleepy eyes fall to the STAR WARS TEASER POSTER on the wall beyond the foot of his bed.  Eclipsed now by the silent appearance of THE MONOLITH.  Pat's hand rises up from the bed...reaching out... reaching... But he's just too tired... His hand drops.... His eyes flutter closed... 
A distant rumble of THUNDER and they snap open again.   
Pat sits up in bed.  The Monolith is gone.  THUNDER again.  Closer now.  Pat moves to his bedroom window.  Its curtains wafting in growing breeze.  
Ext. pat's window - night
Pat peers out.  Staring off at-- THE WESTERN HORIZON-- Where a massive boiling front of cumulus clouds is forming all too swiftly... blotting out the stars... Getting closer... 
Pat emerges from the front door of the house
Staring at the approaching phenomenon... Awestruck... And not a little afraid.  The crickets sing for another few seconds.  Then fall silent. Then the RUMBLING begins...
LOOKING DOWN ON HIM FROM HIGH ABOVE-- as the shadow of something enormous begins to blot out the moonlight.  
PAt's eye widen as-- 
IN THE SKY ABOVE HIM-- a gargantuan floating object of black metal and blazing light slowly drifts into his field of view.  It resembles a giant hovering circular divan, supporting a 100 story black steel and neon Buddha-like sculpture-- of his MOM!  Her open mouth the port of entry for returning swarms of blazing candy UFOs...  
As PAT gapes at the MOTHERSHIP, it slowly descends to hover just yards above the driveway.  Suddenly--
WHOOOSH-- The sound of an AIRLOCK opening-- PAT is struck by a sheet of high-intensity light as THE MOTHERSHIP'S LANDING RAMP descends-- He watches in child-like wonder as a lone figure walks down the ramp, silhouetted by the incredible LIGHT within the ship.  The figure draws near.
herb lightman
Hello Pat.   
pat
Herb?
herb lightman
What are you still doing in Wadsworth, Illinois... Population 750?
pat
I'm trying to get out... I swear...
herb
You've been given a rare opportunity... The chance of a lifetime... 
pat
Which I only got cause my mother has huge clanging steel balls.
DEEP RESOUNDING BONGS ring out from the Mothership.  
herb lightman
Perhaps... But she merely opened a door.  You walked through it... and you were invited back.  What's keeping you? 
Pat looks at the ground.  Ashamed.
pat
My life... See... I don't do well with authority figures... I don't take criticism well... It's a father/son thing, you know?  I get mad too easily... And I don't want to be that way around people I respect so much...  I don't want them to know me... until I've gotten all that anger out of me... Till I'm ready to hear them tell me what's good for me... and I'm ready to really listen.  
He looks back at the house behind him.  Up at the Mothership, waiting for him...
pat   
Just tell everyone that was so nice to me out there... Tell them thanks... For letting me look through the door... 
He looks at the ground.  Closes his eyes.  A tear escaping... 
jody's voice
Pat.  
Jody's hand reaches in to push Pat's shoulder.
jody's voice 
Pat.
The RUMBLING AND LIGHT evaporate.  Pat opens his eyes.  Still on his bed.  In his room.  Jody looking down at him, trying desperately to look grumpy. 
pat
What. 
Jody can't believe she's gonna do this... She rolls her eyes.
jody
Get up.

jody's jeep zooms down highway 41
INSIDE-- Pat and Jody ride in silence.   Pat chances a look at Jody.  She just stares straight ahead.   
ext. vesuvio's body shop and junk yard
Pat's Pinto sits unattended, just beyond the open gate.   Jody's Jeep pulls off the highway, into the parking lot.  Rolls to a stop.
inside the jeep
Jody gazes out the window as the engine idles.  Suddenly pulls something from her shirt pocket--  
jody 
Here.
A 10-dollar bill.  Pat stares at it.
jody 
It's from Eric.  
Pat takes it.  Jody hesitates... then digs in her front pocket for a couple crumpled One Dollar bills which she offers, still without looking at him.
jody  
Here.  For popcorn.  Or whatever.
pat
I thought you hated me.
jody
I do.  
pat
Then why are you doing this?
Jody just stares out the window.  Pat realizes this is all he's gonna get out of her.  He turns to open his door-- Just missing Jody's tear-filled eyes as they finally look at him--  He's just stepping out when she blurts out--
jody
Remember when I was five?
Pat freezes.  But doesn't look back.  
JODY 
And you found that snapping turtle down by the pond?  And I thought it was friendly so I petted it on the nose and it bit my finger and wouldn't let go?  And there I was screaming-- and my finger's stuck in the turtle's jaws, bleeding like crazy and the other kids are freaking out and screaming and running away... But you... you got mad at the turtle.  And started beating it with a stick. 
pat
Didn't help much.  Mom was the one who thought to throw salt on its face-- That's what did it.
jody
That's what got my finger loose.  But I always thought... that what kept the turtle from coming back... was you being around...  So... I'm really just looking out for myself.  Maybe you should start doing the same.
Pat smiles and gets out.  He looks back at Jody.
pat
I feel like... we should hug or something.
She stares at him.  The JEEP roars off.  Pat gazes lovingly after his sister, then turns and heads toward-- 
THE JUNK YARD
Reaching the open gate, he stops, searching for the dog.  But there's no sign of it.  He takes exactly ONE STEP, when--
tony's voice
Hey.
Pat spins.  Sees the glow of a cigarette in the dark garage. The cigarette is flicked away.  Tony emerges from the shadows.   
tony's voice 
Where do you think you're going?
If ever there was a moment of truth...  Pat's eyes are locked on Tony-- As much as he'd like to look at the ground-- He doesn't.
pat
To get my car.
tony's voice
Is that so...
pat
I've paid all I'm gonna pay for it. Besides... You don't need to hold it hostage any more.  I'm not gonna stop you.
tony 
You scrawny piece of shit.  You couldn't stop rain from hitting the ground.
pat
Yeah.  Okay... well.  I'll try to gain weight.  You try to gain intelligence... We'll see who wins.
Tony drops him with a punch.  Pat rolls over, groaning.
tony's voice
Get up.    
pat
Jeez, Tony... Make up your mind.
tony's voice
I said get up.  It's time someone kicked your ass. 
pat
What's wrong.  You don't think you've done enough to me? 
tony 
What are you talking about?
Pat struggles to his feet.
pat
You knew Linda was scared to go with me-- and you played on it-- till you finally brought her down to your level.
tony 
My level? 
POW-- a shot to Pat's gut.
tony 
What's my level?  Huh?  
POW-- another gut punch.  Pat's knees give out.
tony 
I work for a living.  I don't expect the world owes me fame and fortune, like you do.  
pat
Fuck you.  You sell drugs... people die because of you.
tony 
People die because they're stupid... or because they want to die and the drugs just make it easier.  If you got high now and then, maybe you could work out some of the shit that makes you so unhappy-- Maybe you wouldn't need to run off to Hollywood to escape real life-- 
He digs his knee into Pat's back--  Pat cries out.
tony 
Man, I thought you were smart, Johnson-- I thought you knew everything!  But you can't even remember the law of evolution!  It's not survival of the smartest... It's survival of the fittest... You know?  
Out of the corner of his eyes-- Pat sees something.  Something amazing-- A PERFECT BLACK RECTANGLE towering over them.  
THE MONOLITH! 
tony 
You think because you can direct a little Super-8 movie you can direct how people's lives are gonna turn out?  
Pat works the arm that's trapped under his body free, and slowly... slowly reaches towards the jet black perfection.
tony 
I mean, come on... how are you gonna direct you're way out of me dislocating your shoulder if I want to?  Huh?   
He digs his knee in again-- PAT cries out-- HIS fingers nearing the bottomless black "surface" of the Monolith.
tony 
How are you gonna direct your way out of me keeping your face in the dirt till you choke to death if I want?  Huh? 
Pat's eye-- squints, as though trying to discern something-- then widens with sudden realization-- 
tony 
Your brain may think up better fantasies than mine... 
Pat's HAND penetrates the Monolith's utter blackness-- disappearing into it-- into THE DARKENED INTERIOR OF THE DOGHOUSE!  
tony's voice
But it ain't gonna think up nothing if I beat it out of your head with a fucking tire iron, now is it? 
FROM INSIDE THE DOGHOUSE-- Pat strains for one more inch.  Finally grasping-- the dog's BONE.
tony's voice 
Is it??
From somewhere ancient inside Pat, a primal ROAR erupts-- And his adrenalized body snaps up, twisting around-- His ARM swinging the BONE like a club-- POW!!  He smashes Tony in his defensively-raised forearm-- Tony CRIES OUT and falls back to the ground.  Pat leaps to his feet, still clutching the bone. 
pat
Never fuck with a Kubrick fan.  
Tony 
A what??
pat
We may be geeks on the outside... But inside... we're all killer apes.
tony 
You're fucking nuts is what you are!  Shit, I think you broke my fucking arm!
Pat advances.  Swinging his bone to punctuate his words--
pat
I'm not nuts!  My ancestors touched the monolith!  Your ancestors watched!  
tony 
Jesus!  Back off, man!
pat
You mated with my mate!  
tony 
What??
pat
You rained on my evolutionary parade!
tony 
No!  Wait!!
pat
You want to compete with me for scarce resources on this dusty African plain?  STEP TO THE PLATE!  
Tony trips over an old engine block.  Lands on his ass in a muddy tire rut.  Pat stands over him, raising the bone high--
pat 
I AM MOONWATCHER!  
HERE ME ROAR!!
tony 
STO-O-O-O-OP!!!
Pat freezes--  
tony 
We didn't really do it!  Okay-- I tried-- But she wouldn't go for it!  She said she was in love with you!  She wanted to be with you.  I'm telling you she waited for you, man!  I swear!  We never did it!!
pat
Then why did she SAY you did???
And then... He suddenly realizes what Linda has done.  The beginnings of a smile appear on his face-- He lowers the bone-- Tony makes a break for it-- running off into the night... And with all his might-- In SLOW MOTION-- Pat suddenly HURLS THE BONE up into the heavens-- 
THE BONE FLIES SKYWARD
tumbling end over end-- reaching its apogee-- MATCH CUT TO:

THE PINTO FLyING IN UTTER SILENCE BENEATH THE STARS
as it heads down a dark country road.   The first tremulous string notes of "THE BLUE DANUBE" begin to rise...
VARIOUS LOCATIONS AROUND TOWN
serve as backdrops to the Pinto's SILENT balletic journey as the music's intro continues... 
INSIDE THE PINTO-- PAT STARES out at the big moon hanging in the sky above his hometown.  He checks--
HIS WATCH-- Which reads: 11:40
This brings a determined smile to his face.
THE PINTO ROUNDS A CURVE 
INSIDE Pat's heart pounds with exhilaration--  Suddenly his eyes widen in shock-- And the MUSIC GRINDS TO A HALT as--
THE Pinto LOCKS UP ITS BRAKES ON GENESEE STREET
skidding closer till PAT'S FACE FILLS THE FRAME-- Staring in horror at--  
THE Genesee Theater
Seemingly deserted.  Box-office dark.  It looks like a tornado hit it.  A light wind rustles popcorn boxes, drink cups, and straw wrappers along the sidewalk.  
PAT claws his way out of the Pinto.  Stumbling up to the boxoffice.  Unable to take his eyes off it... 
THE ILLUMINATED CLOCK on the back wall of the dark boxoffice-- 
It reads: 2:00 A.M.
PAT stands there, staring at it, slack-jawed.  Then slowly raises his left arm.  Looks down at--
HIS WATCH-- which still reads:  11:40 P.M.
PAT brings the watch to his ear.  His eyes bulging.  
KA-CHUNK!!-- THE THEATER'S DOORS FLY OPEN and 750 BABBLING CONVERTS erupt onto the sidewalk--  Jocks, Freaks, Nerds, Brains... all talking a mile-a-minute about the phenomenon they just experienced.  As they pass, Pat sees familiar faces mixing it up with people they normally wouldn't be seen with, engaged in wide-eyed, laughing, amazed review--  
BILL emerges.  Spots Pat before Pat can see him-- Darts into the shadows of the alley side of the theatre.  Watching--
Pat stands there...stunned... as the crowd flows around him-- 
Jeff
Utterly staggering.
Robin appears, her jaw still slack.  She raises her thumbs enthusiastically.
robin
OO UU UU!!
pat
What?
She jots it down on her pad.  Shows US-- "TWO THUMBS UP"  
Pat nods halfheartedly.  A BEHEMOTH in blue and gold pats him on the back.
doug
Good call, Johnson.  Alec Guinness was totally bad-ass.  
Pat nods vaguely... Finds Donny Allen staring at him.
Donny
Well... You got what you wanted... Guess you don't have to leave now, huh.
Pat nods uncertainly... Donny follows the crowd off.  Leaving no one left in front of the theater... but Pat... He stares up the marquee... STAR WARS "Starts Today!" 
todd
Well, well, well.  If it isn't  
Mr. "FOCUS! FOCUS!!".  Mr. "Your center speaker is distorting again!".  Mr. "Does the Coca-Cola company know you're using their product as a floor wax?"  
I thought you were gonna be first in line.  Thought you were "waiting your whole life for this movie".  Well, I guess you MISSED IT!  Oh, sure... It'll still be here tomorrow... and the day after that... Hell, this thing's gonna play all summer long... maybe all year long... But you missed the first day!  You get to spend the rest of your life knowing that instead of being the shepherd... you were just one of the sheep.  
He shuts the door and locks it.  A cruel smile flashing before he disappears into the gloom within.
pat
You only ordered this film because I told you to!  

The street is empty now.  The only sound the buzz of   the neon marquee above.
inside the auditorium
Todd rolls a bucket and mop in through the lobby doors while Eddie the usher props open the fire exit to carry out a huge bag of trash... allowing Pat's echoing voice entry--
pat's voice  
Okay!  Okay FINE!  Go ahead and laugh!
outside the theater
Pat
Because one day, not too long from now... you're gonna be mopping up spilled drinks and picking gum off the seatbacks while the end credits roll...
inside the auditorium
Todd is mopping up spilled drinks and picking gum off the seatbacks while the end credits roll.  He pauses.
pat's voice
...and you're gonna look up and see my name-- MY NAME up on that screen in there. 
outside the theater 
pat  
Maybe it'll be way down on the list of credits.  In tiny little letters.  Maybe it'll be for doing some kind of no-pay grunt work.  But it'll be more than YOU ever did!  And maybe the next time it'll be a little further up the crawl-- In slightly larger type!  And maybe it'll be for work that you can actually see on the screen-- And maybe I'll have gotten paid-- And maybe you'll start to sweat a little!  Because people who know me back here might NOTICE!  And the credits will just keep getting bigger and better until one day-- My name will be the one under the words DIRECTED BY!!  And all of a sudden-- in some desperate grab for middle-age attention, you'll start telling people "Hey, I know that guy" and they'll be all impressed with you and ask you about me-- and you'll make up some bullshit about all the good times we used to have-- And inside you'll know you're lying... And every time you do it, you'll die a little more as you realize it could have been the truth-- you coulda been a real friend to a real-life, honest-to-God movie director if you hadn't stomped on the heart of another human being just because they had the GUTS to try and do something you were too fucking afraid to try yourself!
Silence.  Pat stares up at the darkened marquee... 
pat 
I'M JUST LOOKING FOR SOME HOPE HERE!  CAN'T YOU UNDERSTAND THAT?  THAT'S WHAT WE'RE ALL LOOKING FOR!  THAT'S WHY THEY CAME TONIGHT!  THAT'S WHAT MOVIES ARE FOR!
The wind kicks A SOLO PLASTIC CUP along the sidewalk-- to a stop against Pat's shoe.  It bounces there, like a tiny dog looking for attention.  Pat STOMPS on it and spins bitterly toward his car.  Is just about to unlock the door when--
todd's voice
HEY!!
pat
WHAT!!
He spins around to see Todd silhouetted in the lobby door.
todd
Are you really gonna go for it?   Directing movies?
pat
I'm gonna try.  
As Todd stares long and hard at him... AN EXPLOSION OF MILITARY SNARE DRUMS start playing the opening measures of THE 20TH CENTURY FOX FANFARE.  And WE-- CUT TO--
eddie the usher
staring wide-eyed out the projection booth window-- Into--
THE EMPTY MOVIE THEATer
Lit only by the flickering beam from the booth.  TRUMPETS blaring out the remainder of the fanfare for the astounded, ecstatic, wide-eyed enjoyment of two young guys who wouldn't sit next to each other at lunch, now brought together by the power of the movies...  As the FOX FANFARE reaches its final CRESCENDO-- 
todd
Don't forget I did this... Okay?
pat
Never.
The FIRST NOTE of the STAR WARS THEME blasts him back in his seat and--  
KA-THUNK-- 2 HOURS LATER - THE THEATER EXIT DOOR opens-- 
Pat emerging into pre-dawn blue... He lets the door close behind him and just stands there a moment in the silence.  Tears in his eyes. 
MID-MORNING - THE PINTO SLOWS TO A STOP ON WINNEBAGO DRIVE
Pat sits a long moment.  Staring at--
LINDA'S HOUSE-- Bathed in early morning light.  For a moment, nothing moves.  Then something rustles the curtains behind the big living room picture window.  
Pat's eyes widen-- as-- BEHIND THE WINDOW-- Linda's dog, Misty, pops up-- paws scratching at the glass-- little mouth silently yapping away. 

Pat smiles sadly. 
BEHIND THE WINDOW-- Misty continues to sound the alarm-- until LINDA parts the curtain to see what she's barking at.  And even though there's no one out there now... Linda's eyes linger on the empty street and she smiles ever so slightly before fading back into the shadows of the house. 
INT. WARREN HIGH SCHOOL - GUIDANCE COUNSELOR'S OFFICE
A bespectacled GUIDANCE COUNSELOR watches somewhat disapprovingly as Pat signs FORM C-57-D.  Hands it over.  
The man glances briefly at the paperwork.  Waves "so-long".
PAT STANDS BEFORE HIS HOUSE
Staring up at it with great melancholy...  We HEAR the Pinto's hatchback being slammed shut.  ERIC appears before Pat.
eric
Okay, big director man.  The spare looks good.  I put some road flares nice and close to the gas tank.  You're all set.  You got enough Pop-tarts for the road?  Pringles?  Fiddle-Faddle?
pat
Yeah.  Thanks, Eric.
Eric bear hugs him.  And releases guy-fast.
eric
Take care, man. 
He steps aside for Jody.  Who's back to her normal self.
jody
So.  You're outta here?  Well, have a good trip and all that.  
Pat grabs her in another hug.  Whispers in her ear.
pat
I love you, Jody.
Over his shoulder-- her eyes flood with tears.  She pulls away fast and "shields her eyes" from the morning sun.
jody
So... Okay... See ya. 
She turns and runs into the house.  Little Jay stands by the door, sleepy-eyed, bed-haired, and still dressed in his tiny space-suit.  His little lip trembles.  Pat smiles at him. 
pat
Don't you smile.  Don't do it... Uhp-- What's that?  What's that on the corner of your mouth?  Are those SMILE GERMS?
Jay smiles, but a tear falls at the same time.  He runs over and hugs Pat as hard as his little arms can.
jay
Make good movies.  I'll go see every one.
pat
Thanks Jay... 
jay
g'bye...
He lets go and rushes back into the house.  And that leaves Janet.  She stands there, marveling at her first born.  There's so much to be said.  And no way it can all get out.  Pat can't even make eye contact.
Pat  
I'm sorry I sprung this on you last minute... It's just... time... you know?
janet 
I always figured this would be the hardest day of my life.  And it is... But it's also the happiest.  Because I know this is the beginning of a dream you've had since you were just a little boy... My little boy.  I haven't always been able to give you everything you needed... But I tried to give you enough to give you hope.
pat
You did.  
janet 
You remember I told you I had some shopping to do yesterday?
pat
Yeah.
Janet hands him a small box.  He opens it.  It's a new watch.
janet 
So you'll always know what time it is... back home.  
He's gonna lose it now.  She grabs him up in a hug that would normally smother a young guy.  But he gives in and holds her as tight as he can.   
In VARIOUS windows of the house
Eric looks at the floor.  Jody lets her tears out.  And Jay waves "bye-bye".
INSIDE THE PINTO
Pat drives along-- staring off into the future.  Till something catches his eye... Causing him to slow down... And pull over...
Down by the railroad tracks
The Pinto rolls to a stop on the soft shoulder of Wadsworth Road.  Pat slowly emerges from the car.  Walks up to stare at the town sign, which has its back to camera-- 
THE SIGN-- written over in magic marker-- now reads:
WADSWORTH, ILLINOIS
      Pop. 750 
            749
bill'S VOICE
Hey.
Pat looks around... Sees-- BILL leaning against his Mustang, parked in the shade of a tree a few yards back.  He walks up to Pat, stone-faced.  
bill  
You forgot something.
Bill shoves a wad of cash into Pat's hands.
pat
Why didn't you just give me this last night?
Bill's finding it hard to look Pat in the eye... 
bill
Ah... I don't know... Everybody always says... You know-- "Go for it... give your dream a try... Because if you don't you'll regret it for the rest of your life."   Well, I just thought... what about giving the life you've already got a try... you know... one more time.
Pat's eyes begin to shine.
bill 
I just wanted you to do that... you know? Give this place one last try... before you traded it in... for Hollywood.
pat
I'm not trading it in... This place... all the stuff we ever did together... all the memories... they're what I am. 
He looks west.  Mostly to hide his eyes.
pat  
Hollywood's just my monolith.  Might be a door.  Might be a wall.  Won't know til I touch it.
Bill stares a moment, then shakes his head and opens the Mustang's door. 
bill  
You're gonna miss some great parties.
pat
I know.
This is goodbye.  Guy style.   Bill drops into the driver's seat.  Starts the engine.  
pat 
I'll see ya, Bill.
bill
Yeah.  See ya... Geek.
He guns the engine.  Drops the car in gear and burns rubber up the road.  Heading East.
PAT SITS DOWN IN THE PINTO
Holds very still for just a moment.  Listening to the sounds.  Feeling the summer wind in his hair.  Breathing in the air.  His eyes move forward-- 
IN THE MIDDLE OF THE ROAD FAR AHEAD-- sits THE MONOLITH.  Waiting for him.
He puts the car in gear.  Grabs the wheel.  And hits the gas. As the car gains speed, his eyes slowly widen in anticipation-- 
HIS P.O.V.-- Racing right for the monolith-- till its infinite possibility fills the screen-- And swallows us whole.

And the first of the CREDITS appears...
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